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Kaladarsana
A young woman was making her way
through a meadow of wildflowers. At
first, enticed by their beauty, she ran
here and there in great delight. As she
ran, heedless in her ecstasy, thorns
_s cratched her legs and she stumbled on
~harp rocks, so she slowed her pace.
But again entranced by the 1ovel iness of
the day and the brilliant colors, she
twirled and skipped until, suddenly, she
fell into a mud hole. Her spirits thoroughly dampened, she cleaned off the
mud as much as possible and trudged
slowly on. Gradually she became aware
of someone walking just behind her.
Glancing back she shivered to see a craggy-faced man in a dark cloa k following
her intently . She had the strange feeling that he had been there all along but
that she hadn't really noticed him before.
She quickened her pace, then broke into
a run, but when she had to stop, panting
for breath, she realized he had effortlessl y kept up with her.
She cried out, "Who are you?"
She was surprised and yet strangely
calmed when he gently asked, "Who are
you?" As she stared at him, his eyes
became vibrant mirrors. Reflected
there, she saw herself walking in many
cities, along rivers and beside mountains, shining with joy in her lover's
arms, giving birth in agony and wonder,
holding her child with hope and anxiety,
weeping alone in despair, avidly reading about the nature of the world, discussing the mysteries of human behavior, fashioning clay into beautiful shapes,
singing in exaltation, shouting and fighting in anger, absorbed in contemplation,
offering a consoling word and a helping
hand. Bewildered by swirling emotions,
she turned away and wonderingly asked
again, "Who are you?" He said, "I am
k~la:, time, which gives birth to all possibilities."
He started to walk quickly away and
she noticed that ~he dark cloak was gone
and he was dressed in a suit that shimmered with all the colors of the rainbow.
Intrigued, she ran to keep up with him.
"Wait," she cried, "you are going too

fast!" Silently he turned and she was
again captivated by the images in his
eyes. She saw sun and planets swirling
ever farther apart, becoming dimmer
and dimmer in the dark reaches of space,
mountains forming out of tremendous explosions of lava only to be buried under
the ocean, towns springing up beside
rivers and growing into grand cities,
centers of civilization, then decaying
and perishing, friends and family appearing and one after the other dying
from accidents, disease or age. Screaming in horror , she covered her eyes .
Ki'lla spoke quietly and firmly, "I am
also death. Time devours all things."
Frightened, but sore and tired,
she walked on slowly, hoping to get
away from him. He lagged behind but
every time she looked, he was still following her. In great frustration she
cried out, "What do you want?" His
answer came as a sweet whisper, "My
dear, what is important is not what
I want but what you are. " Startled to
find him so near, she turned sharply.
His ·features were softened by a kind
smile and she could not resist looking
into his eyes again. She saw herself
as an old woman, surrounded by loved
ones of three generations. Children
were playing while their elders discussed one of her books. She was offered
a cup of tea and it brimmed over with
the shared love of the gathering. Sipping it, she gazed at the last rays of the
setting sun knowing she would not see it
rise in the morning. She smiled peacefully, fearlessly, with a profound sense
of fulfillment.
Ki!'J.la: winked his eyes and the image
disappeared. Tears of joy ran down
her face. "Yes, that is what I truly am!
But it seems so far away. Instead of
peace I have ecstasy and anguish. I am
plagued by fear, anxiety and yearning."
Embrac ing her with a compass ionate
look, kala asked , "Can you accept me as
your friend, your companion?" Thinking of all she had experienced with him,
she shuddered, but he gazed at her lovingly and steadily held out his hand.
3

Irresistably drawn to him, she took his
hand. His eyes drew her in until she
was immersed in a pool of bliss. She
surfaced only when he spoke again:
"My essence is in my name. Ka is
what; ~ is merges; I am that which
merges."
She smiled and walked with him
hand in hand. Whenever she looked in
his eyes myriads of possibilities arose
and disappeared and arose again, trans-

formed . Tuning herself to the harmony
of interweaving cycles, her fears gradually faded away. Though always with
her, ka:la became more and more evanescent. Instead of running this way and
that after the alluring fancies of honeyfilled flowers, she saw him shining at
the heart of each as its source and destination. Singing of that glory to all she
encountered, she gracefully made her
way toward the setting sun.

Nancy Yeilding
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Birds and flutes
make music for my ears~
and fOr my eyes
qufverfng palm Fronds
weave a sunlit t:.unc.-.
Behind r:he twLstcd. forms
or waking trees
the sky stands scdl.
Birds, tiuus ·and dancing tronds
play onLy surfa~e -melodies/
there fs deeper music in 1ny mind,
silent 'luarterroncs
that by-pass my ears
and no tvvisted -forms
obscure the Lintitless vfews
so tireLessly and tenderly ofkred
in my radiant inner sky.
~ EDVA WALKER-

The Mai)90kya Upani~ad
Translation and Commentary by

Guru Nitya Chaitanya Yati

First f\1\a.ntra
omitye tad ak~aram idam sarvam
tasyopavyakhyanam
bhutam bhavad bhavi~yad iti
sarvam omkara eva
yaccanyat trikalati:tam
tadapyomkara eva
That (eternal) syllable, AUM, is all this; its
further elaboration, past, present, and future,
all is this AUM indeed; even what is beyond,
transcending the three times, that too is AUM.
6

The Upani~ad is commonly described as a secret science. By secret it does not m ean that the Upani~ad is an
esoteric science. Although Truth is everywhere and the
knowledge of it is available to all, paradoxically untruth
hides Truth and people have to sharpen their wits to realize
Truth. An intense search is required to discover it. It is
for this reason that the Upani~ad is called a secret. Another meaning of the Upani~ad is to sit close so that the
preceptor can easily show where the supreme knowledge
resides. For a well discerning seeker, a mere suggestion
is enough to get an idea of the whole Truth. The Upani~ad
is such a suggestion or pointer. In that sense also the Upani!iad is a secret.
For a wise person, the world is like an open book.
Everyth i ng in this world speaks to him. A blade of grass,
a small worm, a bird in the bush or a floating cloud - anything can reveal to a seeker the hidden meaning of this
world. Dattatreya received his instructions, according to
legends, from 24 gurus, and most of them were not human
beings. Even in the ChEtndogya Upani=;;ad, we read of a canine saint, Sunaka, who was teaching a group of puppies
how to intonate certain mantras like the "hirikara". The
rishi of the ~ndukya Upanijad, at least in name, is a frog.
When the frog's eggs hatch we see tadpoles coming from
them. In the second stage of the tadpole's growth it develops hind legs. In the third stage, it swims around with
four legs and a tail. Finally in the fourth stage, when the
tail is fully absorbed, the frog jumps out of the water.
This is suggestive of the wise man who is not bound to society with the memory of his obligatory duties, and who
can also jump out of the fish pond of samsara. In the present Upani~ad there is some similarity between the four
stages of development of the frog and the four aspects of
consciousness. As we proceed from the wakeful to the
transcendental, one aspect of consciousness is merged in
the next. Most of our reflex functions and body movements
are controlled by the spinal cord which is a repository of
our genetic information bits. The tail is nothing but a prolongation of the spinal cord, hence the allegorical reference
to the cessation of the tail amounts to transcending of one's
genetic memory, which in Vedanta is described as vasana.
Narayana Guru, in his Atmopadesa Satakam instructs the
seeker to transcend all memories on which one might stumble from moment to moment (see verse 64). The only
memory he recommends is the primeval memory of one's
true Self.
Awareness occurs in consciousness with an act of calling attention, as it were, to what is often expressed as
"this". "This" is suggestive of
undefined occurance of a
general sense of awareness. All the same it has become an
object for consideration. There canhot be an object of awareness without a subject to apprefl'end the object. The

an
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subject reveals itself as one's
-consciousness, aham,
the ego. When the awareness of the knower relates itself
with the object indicated by the general apprehension of
"thisness", the most primary pulsation of the mind has already taken place. The I -consciousness or ego awareness makes a judgement, a prediction about the object of
awareness. Unlike in grammar, in formal logic the object
of awareness is called the subject. The predicate consists
of the special characteristic_s attributed to the subject.
Suppose the general knowledge comes as "this". It is immediately followed by the question "what is this?" This is
suggestive of the two main components of one's apprehension: they are the "this" and the "what". lf ·the mind readily comes out with an answer: "this is a pot", "this" is
qualified with the characteristics of a pot. "This" remains,
and the "what" is substituted with the idea of a pot. In a
number of such predications you can see that the g eneral idea "this" remains unchanged and the interrogation "what"
is substituted with object identities. such as "this is a pen",
"this is a watch", "this is a stone" etc. When F .H. Bradley
says: "this 'this' is different from this 'this' because of the
difference between the 'what' of this 'this' and the 'what' of
this 'this'", he is not playing with words but putting his
finger on the primeval incidence of specifying awareness
entering the uncharted field of consciousness.
In the present opening mantra of the Mandukya Upani~, "this" is qualified with "all" (idam sarvam).
In this
case, the specifying predication is as vast and wide as the
general awareness that came up for apprehension. Both at the
object · side and the subject side, consciousness is modulating without specifying boundaries. The subtlety of the mantra makes it a fit subject for reflection. To get into the
spirit of it, one should sit quietly, if you prefer, on a hilltop where you have a vast panorama to watch. Then say to
yourself: "this all". When you say "this", you will experience a sudden convergence of awareness to the central
focus of the knower's attention, and from there, instantaneously, the awareness expands in all directions and you are
compelled to believe that something is taking you even beyond the seeming bounds of the horizon.
This expanding universe of awareness not only transcends space, but it also transcends time. Instead of saying
"all this", if you were to say "this dew drop", "this flower",
"this rainbo~_;·, you could also think of the dewdrop disappearing in evaporation, the flower drooping and falling off,
and the rainbow vanishing. In all the.s e specific objects of
experience one can see the stamp of phenomenal ity. Like
an Qmar Khayyam you can sigh in frustration: "this will
pass away". In the present mantra you are in the company
of a joyous teacher and not a weeping philosopher. When
Keats said: "a thing of beauty is a joy forever", he was
seeing eternity in the beauty of the otherwise transient
8

world of phenomenal ity. It does not trouble the poet or the
artist how short-\ ived are the dewdrops , the butterflies,
the sunrise, the rainbow and the smile of recognition.
From the very dawn of the human appreciation of beauty,
poets were singing the glory of all these enchanting visitations of the divine. Thus, a philosophically trained eye
can see the imperishable dwelling in the very heart of the
perishable. So it is not a poetic exaggeration to say "all
this is AUM the imperishable".
The contemplative who has taken this mantra for reflection should first dive deep into the meaning of "all"
(sarvdm). There cannot be an all without including one's
self also in that all embracing awareness. The imperishable in Sanskrit is called ak~ara. This is bound to bring
confusion to the mind of Indian people whose regional languages have close affinity with Sanskrit. In the Sanskrit
language, vowels are called svar2! and consonants are called
vyanjana. Together they make the alphabet, which in turn
is called the aksara. AUM is also written using two vowels
and a consonant. For that reason, AUM is an aksara. Because of this language background, one may interpret the
mantra as meaning that everything seen in this world is an
alphabet. Nobody can see the sign.3... written in Sanskrit or
any other language anywhere in the sky or earth or water.
In many popular commentaries we can see this grave error
committed, and as a result, even serious students of this
Upani;>ad are grievously handicapped. They fail to see how
the blue sky, the gorgeous mountains, the running rivers,
and the sprawling cities with innumerable people are the
Sanskrit syllable AUM.
On the other hand, they should know that their attention
is called to appreciate the existentiality of things and the
philosophical validity of reducing everything to the persistent verity of erasable existence. This is certainly not the
approach of an idealist. Even highly ·respected Indian pandits like Dr. Radhakrishnan could not see the methodological correctness of the Indian rishi who gave primacy to
sat, Existence. "Existence preceeds essence" was not any
new invention of Jean- Paul Sart~e. As Dr. Radhakrishnan
did not see this point, he depicted Vedanta as an idealist
view of life. It is the existence that is then interpreted, described and restructured to suit the conceptual clarity of
the perceiver. The seer did not give up the theme simply
by saying "this is all" (idam sarvam) but he equated the indestructibility of the existence of "all this" with AUM.
That can be confusing. The sound AUM is produced with
the wisp of a man's breath. A mere articulation of a sound
can be even more transient than the disappearance of a dewdrop. Hence, such a pronouncement should be followed
with an explanation. That is why the rishi says: tasyopav- ·
yakhyanarp (this is thus explained).
The Gospel According to St. John begins with a pointed
9

reference to the Word. He says: "In the beginning was the
Word. The Word was with God and the Word was God'' .
The c;:,nfusion in the Gospel is of the same order, which we
have already taken pains to elaborate. The English word
"word" cannot really be compared with "the Word". In the
original Bible, John used a Greek word, logos, meaning
the causal and primordial intelligence which has gone into
the creation of the world. He borrowed that term from his
personal instructor, Alilo the Jew . Phil o , a contemporary
of Jesus, was an enthusiast of Plato's philosophy and he
borrowed the term logos from Plato. All credit should be
given t o Heraclitus for conceiving of the logos as an ambivalent principle of c reation and destruction implied in tiJe
ascending and descending fire of the Word . In the light of
such a study, the Word, eq uated with God 's creation and
God himself cannot be a three-lettered or a four-lettered
word spoken by someone somewhere. Only by comprehending the imperishable existence of everything cove red by
time and even not touched by it can one grasp the connotation of AUM implied in this mantra. To make it explicit the
three aspects of time are specially underlined here for further reflection. Only by ex periencing a thing do we become
impressed by the truth of its existence. As we move in
time our appreciations of existence are piled one over the
other and everything of the past is still held close to the
present by converting the existential ity of the past into an
ever present memory. It is by the relevancy of that memory that we give our present its vast magnitude both in time
and space. There is no past sitting anywhere other than in
the immediate awareness of the present. Similarly there
is no future except in the anticipation of an individuate d
mind. Existence cannot support itself, at l east for t he recognition and appreciation of it by the human mind, unless
every form of existence is substantiated b y a comprehending consciousne ss. This shows the methodic excellence of
the Indian rishi who placed cit, Consciousness, immediatly
after sat, Existence. These two aspects of Truth are inseparable. That is why Nataraja Guru defined science as a
discipline which transforms visibles --i-nto calculables. It is
not necessary to get into all the jargon of philosophy to appreciate the perennial persistence of fundamental values.
That is why even a sentimental poet can readily see the
truth of a perennial joy dwelling in the heart of b eauty.
Here we see the relevancy of ananda coming as the culminating mark of our search. Bishop Berkeley insisted that
the validity of the world is perception. He said "esse es
percipi". When asked what would happen to the world when
there was no one to look at it, he said: "In such a =ntingency, God will be perceiving it". We quote Berkeley here
to show the limitation of human consciousness. Granted
that there is something existing outside the scope of time,
the rishi wants us to know that even that is imperishable
10

and should be included in the notion of AUM. This first
mantra of the Mandukya Upanisad should be read along
with the great dictum "That Thou Art" (tat tvam asi) given
in the Chandogya Upanijad.

Second Mantra

sarvam hyetad brahma
ayam atma brahma
so'yam l!l.tma catu~pat
All here is the Absolute (Brahman) indeed;
this Self (Atma) is the Absolute; this same Self
(he) is four-limbed.

11 .

The first part of this mantra appears to deal with three
entities: "this", "all" and "Brahman". The word sarvam,
"all", is the description of "this", ~· When sound is being emitted from a single point its vibration goes expanding
in all directions. It looks linear only when you draw on
paper the modulation of a sound wave. The reference to
"this" also suggests a nucleus from which there can go in
all directions an expansion of "thisness" which can be in
the form of sound, light and all kinds of ideational and emotional energy forces. If this eruption, energy and its accompanying consciousness are not delimited by any conceiving mind, they expand into an infinity, in which time and
space become negligible. Such is the connotation we attribute to the word sarvam . In such a picture this marks the
alpha of an eventual apprehension and sarvam carries it to
an omega where the mind cannot reach. In such a context
the eventual perception gets absorbed in the non-eventful
"all". It is this "all" that is termed here as Brahman. The
seeker has no prior experience of comprehending Brahman;
hence there is no point in asking anyone to meditate on
Brahman. In specific references such as "this is a pot",
"this is a leaf", or "this is a cloth", consciousness is directed to specific objects with specific qualities. This is
not the case when one's attention is called to "this all". To
understand this let us think of "this" as a spark coming out
of a hidden world of consciousness.
The second mantra calls our attention to the widest
span of perception. From the shimmering stars placed
hundreds of light years above the tip of your nose, everything c·a n be included in one single physical vision. From
the feeblest voice dying out in the farthest fringe where our
ear can reach, to the loudest din, all can be included in the
auditory perception that goes along with the visual perception. Let that experience be enriched with all the data that
are provided by the other senses also. After presenting
such a universe of immensity, if one were to ask "what is
this?", a straight answer to it is "this is Brahman; this is
the Absolute". The answer is categorical because the mantra says "brahmani", the Absolute indeed. This simplifies
the search for the Absolute. The seeker is in the here and
now and is already having a direct encounter with the Absolute from above and below and from all directions and from
inside out. Here the seeker is not treated as an alien to
the situation; he is an integral, indivisible part of what is
already described as "all". The term "all" has no religious
connotation; it has no theistic coloration; all the same-, it
has the irresistable quality of involving us in it. There arises in us immediately our positive participation in all and
everything as we sit and meditate on this mantra. It is not
by first knowing Brahman that we interpret all this. On the
other hand it is through our immediate perception of everyth i ng presented to our senses and mind at this very moment
12

that we conceive the Absolute. We are in the stream of consciousness and in the flux of becoming. The "all" that we
experience is not a static, frozen clay image of the Absolute.
On the other hand, it is plastic, flexible, moving, transforming and transmuting, and yet the old and the new have
an unbroken continuity. The perception and the modulating
consciousness with which the flowing perception is occuring
are not separate entities. When will it come to a close?
No one can say. With poetic permission one can say: this
is beginningless; this is endless. That which increases,
and thereby involves in it more and more of what was hitherto unknown and will never be filled is an operational connotation that can be attributed to Brahman. Here the seeker
is not imagining things; he is in a factual world with all his
senses fully opened to every possible avenue of understanding. He does not inhibit his sense of wonder or his natural
curiousity. The more he sees, the more he understands
the rich possibility of the Brahman which he is comprehending through this simple act of perception. How wonderful is
such an experience with which you can relate yourself with
the far-off galaxy, with which you can commune with the
gentle breeze that comes to you. Even a beautiful panorama
is breath-taking; then how much more magnificent it is to be
placed within a panorama, within a melody, within a wonder,
within a sweetness, within a majesty which has no end. As
we sink more and more into it, ecstasy grows on all sides,
and the only reaction that you are capable of by way of selfexpression is to say: "all this is Brahman". It is something quite similar to what Mansur al Hallaj said: "anal
haq, anal haq ... "
The next part of the mantra is "this Self is the Absolute". However wide this world is, however immeasurable
is its dimension, the central focus of my world is where I
experience the agency of its cognition and the wonder of my
enjoyment. "I" the perceiver, "I" the cognizer, "I" the enjoyer, is the most central core of experiencing all this. Is
that "I" consciousness a static ~ point of any fixed notion? No,
it is like a radiance that goes in all directions that becomes
an unbroken illumination of all that is experienced. Now
which is the world, and who am I? There is no separation,
there is no duality. If all this is Brahman, I am also included in that. If all this is a modulation of consciousness, the
self and the world are not two. This is not a conjecture.
It is an immediate experience. The conclusion is again
categorical. "This Self is Brahman". What a magnificent
meditation we get in this mantra. The expansion of the
Self has happened without any effort. The union of the world
and the Self was effecteq without even giving a thought to it.
At this point the rishi wants to give us a caution. Although
we now think we have seen all, our kind mentor wants us to
know that there are other worlds, seen only from the periphery, which we have not incorporated. There are depths
13

to gauge. For a tadpole, its world is a frog pond, but for a
frog who can come out of the water, can hop around, and
can see a much wider world, the horizon is far larger. The.
world of perceptual experience, although physically immense, is a prison house of the soul . There are fixed patterns such as sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell by
which we know this world. It is a poor man's menu. Those
who stop at the empirical level do not realize what they
miss. In the world of creative imagination, from the mind
of a Shakespeare the re can hop out hundreds of heroes like
Othello, Hamlet, K ing Lear, Richard III, HenryV, and
heroines like Ophelia, Portia and several others who have
become more real to the reading public than any man who
lived in flesh and blood in England at any tim e . There is
still another world to look into, which is the treasure house
of all secrets. Scientists, artists, poets and mystics
spend years at the doors of the secret vault to have a word
with the hidden oracle of the most concealed of all depths.
Even after being blessed with the divinity of secrets, man
has covered only three-fourths of his search. The last
quarter is paradoxically not a quarter; it is the whole, containing all the other quarters within it. We make a full circle and come back to the Absolute, the unnamable which no
man could ever encounter. This is the ocean where the
salt doll gone into it to measure its depth loses its identity.
In this fourth, th e world and the mind go into eternal silence. Such a marvel is this atm"Em with its four quarters:
"ayam atma catu9pat".
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The Ka~ha Upani~ad
Translation and Commentary by

Muni Narayana Prasad
attain the highest value of Self-know-ledge. It is in this context that we need
to understand the case of Nachiketas.

w.
Fatlur; plea!~ wuk back nnd5awluu;happtmut to ytJUr tffle&5tors_ ~~~nd at:Jo
Nachike tas thinks about himself and
his Father on hear ing his Father · s unexpected words. He knows that he is a du ti ful son of the highest order, or at l east
of the middle order. A son who strictly
adheres to t he instruction of his Father·,
true to the spirit , is cal l ed a son of the
hi g hest orde r ( uttama). Those who are
true to the word of the ir fathers are cal l e d sons o f the middle order (madhyama).
Those who d on' t care For the instructions
of the ir Fathers are called sons of the
lowest order (adhama). Nachiketas
knows that it is not proper for him not
to ab ide by the words of his father. But
he wonders what his father is going to
ga in by giving him away to Death . But it
will be beneficial to Nachiketas . Knowing the secret of Death, the main teaching of this U pani-Jiad, is th e benefit. This
is not a worldly benefit. Nachiketas'
fa ther is a man who has no consideration
for s piritual values. So the teaching is
not going to be of any v alue to him. Nachiketas' q uestion indicated that the teaching of this Upa~_c:J will be of value
on ly to those who are able to go beyond
the domain of worldly valu es to eternal
spiritual valu es. To be a dut iful son is
a value t ha t be longs to worl d ly relations.
The interest of Nachiketas is not worldly matters, but he does not deny the
worldly values a~together. However, he
is a ware of t h e ir nothingness when considered in th e light of all - embracing
eter nal values . The same worthless
worldli ness could tu r n and be a tool to

Ju- wha c; u happen£ng_ w tho5e- who ctrt/
living here-.Man-pe-rCJJus)U1t-like
-vegu:abtu...Agn?n he t:m&T!JU

Ukt/ vega:abLu.
Nachiketas' father might have been
sorry for the words which he uttered in
his fury. Nachiketas consoles him in
this mantra. It is Nachiketas who is to
go to Death, but he is not sorry about it.
He has the expectation of learning the
secret of Death so he is happy. But his
father who has only a wor ldly mind feels
the great loss of his son. Here we see
the two value-worlds which are re presented by the son and the father, and
how these value notions affect our 1ife.
In the physical sense, man is born,
g rows and dies just like vegetables do.
But there is an innate difference between
vegetab l e life and human life : the 1ife of
a vegetable is not controlled and led by
any value considePation inherited from
its ancestors. Though human being s
are born, li v e and die just like vegetables, the inflvence of the memories of
their ancestors, and the values inherited
from them, are of v ital importance in
human 1 ife . Eternal values thus transcend the transience of 1ife, and it is
such values that make man really human.
Nachiketas is aware of such valu es, and
that is why he is particular that his father's words should not go unh eeded.
A fun damental p roblem of life is go ing to b e d iscussed in this Upa ni!?ad .
Nachiketas plays the role of a pur va
pak~a or a qu est ione r in the d ia logue.
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Only someone who is capable of discrim- these are the qualifications stipulated
by tradition for a true seeker.
inating between the value-worlds can
Yama has not been informed of the
play such a role. In this mantra it is
intention of Nachiketas. In India it is
evident that such discrimination is nacustomary to receive guests by the host
tural to Nachiketas. He is thus fully
washing their feet and offering Flowers.
competent to be a questioning counterpart of the Guru who, in the present con- Brahmin guests entering a house are
treated like fire approaching . It is to
text, is the God of Death.
pacify this fire that the feet of the guest
are washed with water. In the present
case, the guest happened to have been
starving at the gate for three days.
Thus the intensity of the fire has grown
manifold. In this mantra attendants in
Yama's palace are requesting their
master to bring water to receive the
guest. Here the relation between Yama
and Nachiketas begins as a worldly one.
The father has permitted his son to
But it is a relationship that is to develop
go to Death after hearing his words of
into a Guru-disciple one which is purely
spiritual.
consolation. When Nachiketas reached
the abode of Yama he had to wait at the
gate for three days without food or shelter. It is not mentioned in the text whether Yama wanted to test the earnestness
of Nachiketas or was simply not there
Both meanings are ac.c eotable and the
riii who composed the Upani}'ad might
have left it vague so as to imply both
meanings. The present context is that
of ascending from worldly matters to the
realm of pure thought. A blending of
In India guests are usually treated
worldly meaning and spiritual meaning
as gods. The host should be willing to
has special pertinence in this context.
starve to feed a guest. The Taittir'iya
Nachiketas remaining outside the gate
Upanisad instructs:
because of the absence of Yama is the
worldly meaning, and Yama' s testing
matr devo bhava
the earnestness and competency of Napitr devo bhava
chiketas is the spiritual meaning.
adirya devo bhava
Nachiketas did not go to Yama to be
atithi devo bhava
received and treated as a guest. His inBe one to whom mother is as a god.
tention was to learn the secret of Death.
Be one to whom father is as a god.
The intensity of his thirst for knowledge
Be one to whom a teacher is as a god.
is brought to light by this dramatic situBe one to whom a guest is as a god.
ation. Nachiketas is proved to be a true
disciple (sat Sijya) . Discrimination between the eternal and the transient (nitIf a guest happens to suffer starvayanityavastuviveka), the state of being
tions, all the property and fame of the
without passion or attachment (vairagya), host will be destroyed. This is only a
calmness of mind (sama), checking and
worldly concept. But it is made use of
turning away the senses from distrachere to set the stage for a wisdom diations (dama), cessation of self-motivalogu e . The mistake of not honoring a
tion (uparati), endurance of troubles in
guest that is committed by Yama, delife(~), fait.h in the t eac hing of the
liberate ly or not, is redressed by his
Guru and the scriptures (~ raddha ), a
offering of three boons to Nachiketas as
state of mind fully settled down in t he
mentioned in the n ext mantra. It is as
Absolute reality (samadhana ) , aspirath e last boon that Nachiketas requests
Yama t o teach him the secret of Death.
tion for liberat ion (m~k)'utva ) -all
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IX:.

0 5rahmfn,ptst:ftt: t1J b~ re'Yer~ !:!_~
ItaaW f{;rty -#1 1ff!/ /1(JUJ~ WiChtJUv foo{;{
(!r thra11i1fhf/J. 5nLut:ntiPivt:o y~m<

(vr t:Ju,-yergrt~rftm. 0 lfrt~hmt~t-;111tty
wdbbdng b~m mt WR!f..111Jl;JW1g
Wtt:P-W~Kri:l happen-t:onu}. ..1-w-returltj
pf.etlf~ clwo.J~

three boiJfU.

As a compensation fo r the suffering
that Nachiketas had to undergo three
boon s are offered to him. T h is g ives
Y ama the oppo rtunity to bring out every
des ire in the m in d of Nachiketas. Nachik e tas is here given a chance to ask for
whate ve r he desires in life . It is in such
c ircu msta nces , when it is s ure that we
will g ain w hatev er we d;;ir~, that all of
ou r inne r cravings are~exp re ssed. W e
have a lready s een the relentlessness of
Nachiketas . Now what r e m ains i s to
know what he is inexorably in terested in.
T h is may be treated as the second stage
of Yama' s tes t .

X.

0 (jod of "'Oeath; tu; fjaUU11'1Ut m!:f. _
fa !:her; be cahnand well-ri?spofiii t1'V
11M 111il1~ tffltii with 1UJ ruencmenc
towndJ nw: WJum,you.Jendmt/badv
Let himgrea; m{/Wi/:hJoy mtd.rpM~
tome afct/r ruogruz?ng me. 7Jii;j 1
choof~ M thtr f(r.rvoft:het:hre£ botnM.
In th i s mantra Nachiketa s choose s
---t he first boon . His father may be feeling sorry and restless about losing his
son, or may even be angry towards him.
S o the first boon chosen by Nachiketas
i s that h is father shoul d have peace of
mind and not be offended by him. H e

also desires that h e shoul d be r ecog nized by his father when he r e t ur n s home
after finishing s tudying with Yama , a n d
be greeted with joy.
The implications in this mantra ar e
not to be left unnoticed. Final liberation,
which is beyond birth and death, can be
attained only by those who are vigo r o u s
and eager enough to snatch away the
ever-binding tentacles of relationship
with kith and kin. The giving up of worldly relations is not because they are
despised but because of a m ore intense
aspiration for the final emancipation t o
which worldly relations stand as hurdles.
Instead of having no consideration for his
parents. Nachiketas desires that, after
his crossing over to the other side, they
will not have any suffering b ecause of
him.
Nachiketas w ill return to his fa t her
only after becoming a vimr,tyul;1 (a deathl ess o n e) by becom ing a wise one (j n'anin )
after learning the sec ret of death from
the God of Death. It is likely that his father , who still continues in the world of
the f ea r of death, may not r ecog nize him.
So Nachiketas prays to Yama that he
w ill be r ecogn ized by his father on his
return. By recognizing him, his ~ather
may also gain the disc rimination between
the transient whic h is always fraught
with death and the world of eternal bliss
which is beyond the ken of death. At
t h e same time it implies that the teaching of this Upani=?ad has consideration
for th e a c tual iti.es o f life. It takes them
all into account and, a t the s ame t im e,
g oes beyond them to where they dissolve
in the .all- encom passing effulgence of the
Absolute.
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My Personal Philosophy of Life
Guru Nitya Chaitanya Yati

Physical philosophers such as
Eddington suggest that when you §~e ~or
experience a thin g , you make a construct by selecting certain stimuli out
of all that are presented. Your experience is an end product of selective
structural ism. I would like to add to
tnis idea. In order to make a selection,
you should have a choice. You should
consciously see all the data so that you
can reject some, structure what you
have accepted into a meaningful whole.
But things are not presented that way.
An autonomous presentation and a voluntary cognizance take place simultaneously. Therefore, a natural selection
happens within a context in which you
are partially conscious of what you are
looking for and partially .forced to accept the data that has already been
autonomously screened by your own
system. For instance, if the light that
is coming into your eyes presents an
image with an irregular edge because
of the limits of your peripheral vision,
that irregularity will automatically be
corrected so that a picture can be formed. This is not accomplished by an intelligent, voluntary performance but by
an autonomous system within you.
Through half unconcious selection and
half conscious selection a structure is
created and you only know that structure
for the time being.
Mind has this very wonderful way
of eliminating all irrelevant subjects
for the time being. When concentrated
attention is given to a particular object,
that alone is held before you and everything else becomes irrelevant. That
introduces the wonderful thing called
time. The time that you see in a watch
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is only a mechanical symbol of time.
It is not time at all. The only time you
experience is a sequential consciousness of one thing after another. Human
consciousness is such that, when it is
permeated with sheer joy, you have no
consciousness of time passing, but when
there is drudgery you are very conscious of it. Biological time, physical
time and psychological time all vary.
This is very beautifully discussed by
Henri Bergson in his _l:2uration and Simultaneity of Time. In the selective
structuring of any program which makes
it presentative and gives it meaning,
the factor of time enters in.
Every experience is also placed
within a spatial picture. It has a spatial ground. Thus, all our experiences
take place within a time-space continuum. This spatial ization is a psychological happening which is absolutely
phenomenological. You and I can participate in space. There is an overlapping of your spatial projection and my
spatial projection and a third party's
spatial projection. There is a common
consent available in Phenomenal ity for
the space that we share. However,
even when we share, the space that is
known to me is the space entirely spatial ized by my own mind - and I believe
it. But I do not deny that you have an
equal right and that you are also engineering a space from your own point of
view. They do not conflict. This noncontradiction of the space that is spatial ized by me and the space that is
spatial ized by you enables us to have a
working possibility of using this world,
however phenomenal it is.

That takes me to the next step - I
am not part of the combat between the
idealist and the materialist. I do not
make a special claim that this world is
all physical, materially made. Nor am
I on the side of the idealist who claims
that everything is subjective, and that
what is called matter is only an impression in the mind. I say both are right.
There is no need for a quarrel, because
of the complementarity of my space and
your space. You only know the presented world with a representative knowledge
of the phenomena. I also only know the
presented world through the representation of my phenomenal world. But,
behind your representation and my representation, there is a presentation
which we will never fully verify. However, verification does not matter because, when I make a cup of tea and
hand it to you, you can sip it and you
will get over your tiredness. So, for
all practical purposes, the war ld is
there. For all practical purposes, all
the qualities which we assign to the physical world are accurate. When Einstein
spoke of the 4th dimension and the "n"th
dimension, the Empire state building in
New York, which was built according to
the · Newtonian laws of physics, did not
crumble! They still hold good. I have
no quarrel either with the idealist or
with the materialist and that puts me
on very safe ground.
I began with the ALL, then placed
the w'orld and myself in it. You and I
and this are all there. We all share a
very common experience. After some
time, we will all go and sleep. But we
will not sleep for twenty-four hours.

After sleeping for several hours we will
yawn, get up, and look for a cup of tea.
Who puts us to sleep? and who wakes
us up? If you wind your alarm clock
and set it to ring at 4 o'clock in the
morning, it rings. That means it is
programed. We are similarly programed. In fact, the entire universe is
programed. The earth rotates and revolves around the sun. Mars, Neptune
and Saturn also rotate and revolve. In
the ALL, when all the possibilities
start functioning, they take the form of
a program. But it is not pre-programed.
Rather, it is instantaneously programed
from moment to moment by virtue of
the innate law within everything. The
ALL which I was speaking of previously
was an inoperative entity. Now, it has
become a functional entity that is programing everything, including you and
me.
Further, when I wake up, I look
into the day's schedule and say, "Today,
I have to give a lecture at 7 o'clock."
That is my program. There is a universal programer~ I have a limited
scope of programing myself to do and
not to do. When I ask my friend to
drive me to the lecture hall, he gets
into a machine and programs it. The
car is an inert thing, full of mechanical
stuff, but it behaves- it takes a turn,
it st o ps, it goes. It is a machine being
programed, monitered, by a human
being. My hand is also a machine, my
eyes are machines, my vocal system is
a machine. Thus, behind a machine
there is an animating principle. Behind
all this animated and inanimated world,
there is an unknowable principle which
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is animating and programing it. I see
a relationship between the principle
which animates and programs the uni- '----- ve rse, my programs, and a machine.
All these come in one line. I cannot
p rogram everything - there is an element of compulsion in life, along with
an element of freedom. I can program
where I have knowledge of programing,
but cannot program something of which
I have no knowledge . So, unless I extend the scope of my knowledge, I remain a very limited programer of my
life. The mo re I know, the more talents I develop, the more I experience,
the wider the scope o f my programing.
Knowledge enables me to become a
more efficient programer and to have a
wide r arena in which to operate so that
I do not remain caged in a small prison.
That brings me to the next item of
my philosophy: I am now using words
and t h rough these words I am reaching
you. Suppose I had no words at my disposal, and you had no word meanings at
y our disposal. How could we relate to
each other? The simple little thing called a word is such a magical entity that
it opens up a vast world of communication. You may be in America and simply speak some words into a telephone
to a person in Australia o r India. Just
because of those few words , the other
person may be elated or depressed or
may even commit suicide. This is all
because of the power of the word. What
does the word do? In some way, everything in this world which has a form, a
structure, a function, is epitomized i nto a meaning which is introjected into a
sound capsule. That sound capsule can
take y ou anyvyhere. We think that airplanes, trains and cars a re great things
because they can convey us great distances. But the greatest conveyer in this
world is the word.
The more attention I give to a word,
in making its meaning precise, t he more
I make my world precise. I have been
reading a book about biochemistry in
order to learn more about genetics,
RNA and DNA. It is full of many Latin
words which are unfamiliar to me. If I
simply skip those words, then the meaning will remain vague. So I need to
tu rn to someone who knows them and
ask their meaning. Even though I did
not know the word before, when I hear
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its meaning, I find it is composed of
elements which are familiar to me from
other contexts. A new composition of
elements is made . Earlier I mentioned
the selective structuring of a program,
a picture, or a gestalt. Similarly, a
word is a composition of concepts.
These compos iti ons of concepts are
sometimes flat and square, like calling
a spade a spade.
At other times it is helpful to speak
poetically, musically. So my world of
words has another element in it. In addition to the direct meaning, which is
conceptually rigid, there is suggestiveness in language. Suggestiveness,
dvani, is the most important element in
Sanskrit poetry. It leads to sphota.
When a bomb is thrown it blasts. Similarly, there is a blasting of the meaning of a word in the mind. I throw a
wo rd at you and the word enters your
mind. Then, from within you there i s
the bursting forth of a meaning . What
a great magic this is! No one has yet
succeeded in revealing all the inner
secrets of semiosis.
I have found an understanding of
semiosis most essential in studying
philosophy and evolving philosophical
clarity. If I know one language, then
the words of that language give me clarity about many things. My main studies
are in Malaya lam and in English . I can
also read and understand a little Hindi,
Tamil, Sanskrit and Kanarese. When
I relate the word of one language to the
word of another language, etymologically, philologically, etc. , that opens up
new avenues of knowledge. A proper
study of philosophy will be handicapped
if you do not have a sufficient vocabulary and insight into languages. One of
my main searches during the last 15
years has been to bring as much clarity
as possible to every word that I speak
and every word that I hear. I have
structured my philosophy in my own
mi nd in terms of clear words . If it is
clea r to me, I can make it clear to another. If it is muddled in my head, I
cannot put it across to another person.
Thus, language and philosophy are intimately related.
The next stage of my philosophy is
perhaps the most important, one's
swadharma. A friend told me that his
wife could not attend my lecture because

the n ext day was a school day . She i s
a t e acher and she needed to pre pare the
lessons for her students. That means
she has a sense of responsibility. The
Fulfilment of her life as a teacher comes
when she carries out her profession
perfectly, efficiently. This can be done
in a duty-bound way or as the sheerest
joy of one's self-expression. Dharma
here means just not duty, but the inner
structure of a thing which sustains it.
That structure is conceived for a particular Function. That which supports
a nd retains a thing, structurally and
Functionally, is called its dharma. I
am also an organ ized body, an organized system, whic h has within it an intrinsic structuring for a certain purpose. I might have given this purpose
to m y self as part of my personal programing, but I doubt it. I think that in
the unfolding of all the possibilities of
the ALL to which I belong, my structure
and its function arose as part of the
general programing. Thus, my dharma
has been instituted in me by the general
law of manifestation. Of course, within
that there is room For various kinds of
evolutions or changes. I think certain
things evolve and change in a limited
way, but not in an unlimited way. So
my programing, which is half voluntary
and half autonomous, decides that I have
a swadharma, my own dharma.
You can discover your own dharma
through a test. The test is that of perfection in one's functioning. A watch is
perfect when it reg ularly shows the
right time. Similarly, I am perfect
when I function in the right manner which
brings me utmost satisfaction. I derive
that satisfacti o n when I teach. When I
learn and share in the form of teaching,
I:find the g r eatest joy in my life. So,
my swadharma is that of a teacher.
Early in life, I was attracted to a teacher and to the mode of his teaching. For
many years , teaching was impossible
fo r me without holding chalk in my hand
and standing near a blackboard, even if
I d idn't write anything on it, because I
was so influenced by one of my best
teachers, A. S . Narayana Pilla i, in
Trivandrum. He was my philosophy
p rofessor. Whenever he taught, he
w ould draw som e line on a board and
then s a y "this" and "therefore . " I was
so taken by his mannerisms that I was

also t eac hi ng "th i s" a n d " therefore."
This im itation shows that is the profession I liked most . We all have ou r own
swadharmas. I am satisfied by my swadharma as a teacher. S o my philosophy
is a philosophy which suits a teacher.
A teacher is supposed to be a person who is shaping the minds of other
people or who is sharing statements
about Truth with others, so I have t o be
a very careful person. I should not
pollute the mind s of others by sharing
wrong understanding. The Bhagavad
Gita says that you should not confuse
people. If you d o not know h ow to tea ch,
it is better to keep quiet. I had anothe r
professor called Seshadri. When I fin ished my degree at the University of
Kerala and went to take l e ave of him,
he asked me what I was going to do . I
said that I had already accepted the
role of a sanyasin so I would be a wandering monk. He said, "Fine. But,
even if you don't become a philosophy
lecturer, and if as a wandering monk
you are teaching, never teach anything
of which you are not absolutely sure. "
In spite of his warning, I was a lecturer
at Vivekananda College for three y ears
where I had to teach things about which
I had not conviction. I was teaching
several books like Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason and Bradley's Appearance
and Reality. As I was teaching in the
classroom, I q uestioned the bonafide of
the teacher in me. I wasn't sure that
what Kant says is the exact arrang eme nt
c:' consciousness. But I had to teach
only whatever was g ive n in the book b e cause the students had to pass examinations by reproducing what is in the ir
text books. What a bad world is the
world o f Un ive r s iti es ! I felt very guilty,
so I gave up that job . Now I am convinced that I am in my right element.
speak only about things of which I am
absolutely sure. When I have a doubt
say, "I doubt." It is not at all a shameful thing to be ig n o rant. We are mostly
ignorant, so you can admit your ignorance on many counts.
As the basis o f my swadharma, I
have a certain foundation. If something
is not in my foundation, I cannot develop
it. I am so very fond of music. I have
tried to learn music many times. I sat
there with other people saying 'sa', 'pa',
but it did not go beyond 'sa~ pa'. Then
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I thought, if I couldn't learn to sing, at
least I could learn to play some instrument. I b ought many musical instruments: harmonium, viol in, flute, veena,
e tc. But I found that being a musician
is not in my foundation. I tried to become an artist. I am full of visions,
ideas, that I want to paint, but my hand
doe s not go the exact way it should. I
won a few prizes for painting, but that's
because peopl e do not know anything about art. I won the medals in India.
There, any color presented is considered quite valid, but I was never satisfied.
In my foundation, t hose two things may
be there, but they are meager. What is
in my foundation which can unfold without any kind of resistance? Philosophy
or the expounding of philosophical knowledge. For that, I have a rich endowment from within. I am confirmed in
my swadharma by what is in my foundation.
In my foundation I should also have
kartrtva, the sense of agency to expound
and express my dharma as a working
program. I should be the manager o f it
with full responsib ility. Once I accept
that responsibility, I examine the feasibility. The environmental factors need
to be conducive for one's swadharma to
operate. If the environment is not conducive to teaching, I think it is better to
keep quiet, and move to a different environment. People ask me why I go to
America and Australia and other countries outside India. It is because I found
some receptive people there. No person
can live in a vaccum for long. If you go
into philosophy, you soon become a very
unpopular person. You cannot open your
mouth and have many friends around
you. You need an environment which is
conducive to bring out the best in you.
Your swadharma also cannot be
fully expressed unless you have the necessary instruments at your disposal.
For a philosopher, the most important
instrument is his own bra in. You need
a fairly good brain which is not diseased,
and a body which is sufficiently healthy.
I consider this body of mine as my instrument. I have a foundation which is
half genetic. It. is only partly known.
Based on that foundation I have this instrument of a body-mind system. My
word is an elongation of that instrument
by which I can reach you. Just like I
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c an t ouch you w ith my hand, I c an touch
y ou with my words. I have sharpened
my words by sharpening their logic. I
also give beauty to my wo rds by choosing ones which w ill not offend anot her
person, but which give clear ideas.
Recognizing one's swadharma not only
means that you know that you are a
teacher, engi neer , doctor, or someone
e lse, but also that you make that a very
profitable, satisfactory performance.
Next comes a very g reat question,
which a friend recently asked me "Why we?" If you do not ask this question, life is probably very easy. The
contented pig which is rolling in the
mud and eating filth does not ask such
questions. But this discontented man
puts the question "Why we?" -"Why are
vve here?" This was my question, too,
for a long time -"Why am I h ere?"
Bergson once said, "God created man
so that man may create God. " We cannot sit quiet; it is our nature to question. It is part of my swadharma to ask
"what is the meaning of life?" In my
search for the mea ning of life I found the
traditional trio: Goodness, Beauty and
Truth. They are like three stars guiding my life. Why we? - I say, to know
Truth, to know Beauty, to know Goodness; to uphold Truth, to uphold Beauty,
to uphold Goodness. Once I decided
that these give meaning to my life, I
could walk into every way of life. I can
see how beauty manifests in a play, how
goodness is presented in a tragedy or
comedy. Some lesson is being taught at
a Satsang . I can see how truth is expounc:!ed there. I have a pass which enables me to walk into differe nt spheres
of life. I have a pass to walk into the
arena of beauty and joy because I am
interested in aesthetics. I have a pass
to walk into the contemplative life and
know what the transcendental aspect of
Truth is. Life has become so fulfilling.
There is nothing like it: joy after joy,
day after day is a fulfillment. Every
day is a feast, every day is a joy.
Thus, dharma takes us to artha.
Many people think that artha means going to a bank, working there to get some
money, depositing it, and then buying
this and that. That is not artha. We
have made the exchange value look like
the use value. Money is only an exchange value, but it has taken the place
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of a use val ue . The a r tha wh ich our
f orefather s were speaking of was not the
acquis ition of wealth, but the discovery
of the m e an in g of your life . Your dhar ma shou l d be so well structured that it
teaches you the meaning o f your life and
how you can l ive it . I thi nk I have fou nd
the meaning, the artha, of m y life.
That is to realize. What is this thing
call ed realization ? If you sit som e where and get bored, time comes and
fa ll s d e a d before you. It is not really
t i me but the ghosts of t im e. If you fill
that moment w it h someth ing meaningful, that time becomes r eal , a real-iz ed
time. The meaning of my life is to
make every moment a reality.
Perhaps I am in a plane and the
man sitting next to me s ays that he is a
pig b reeder. I ask "Sir, what fodder do
you give to your pigs?" He says, "Barley and wheat, some vitaminized things."
Then I ask about the quantity which a
pig consumes daily. He is very interested in telling me how much water and
fodder it consumes. Then I ask him
when he sells his pigs. He says, "When
they weigh so many pounds. 11 "And how
much do y ou get for that?" He says, "So
many dollars and cents per kilo." I
as k, "Aren't there fluctuations in the
mar ket?" He is very interested in answe r ing. Then I ask about emotional behavior patterns of the p igs. When are
they in heat, and he tells me. In a short
ti me, I become yery w e ll educate d abou t
pigs, and my friend feels so good that he
c oul d act as an instructor to me about
p ig b r eeding . So my t ime has not been
wasted, m y time has become - realized.

P eople t hin k rea lization means some
great light comes into you r b rain and
you become d izzy. No. It is a v ery
simple thing - making every pass ing
moment into a reality that i s filled with
t he most joyous experience of the time.
My criterion of artha, of m eaning , i s
o n e of normalizing time.
I was invited by som e friends to
have lunch w ith them. I said , "Alright ,
I'll come, to please you. 11 When I went
there I found that ten other peopl e were
also invited. They were a ll sm oki ng
cigarettes and blow ing t he smoke into my
face. They we r e talking about a certain
man being a drunkard, a n d his wife not
being good, etc. There was no interest
in that for me. I didn't know why they
invited me there, but there I was. So,
I took o ut my sket ch book, and started
drawing a bald-headed fellow t here. Instead of getting bored, I always make
the best of the situation. I had to wait at
the airport in Hawaii for about two hours
between planes. How can one spend tw o
hours? Write poetry, sketch the people,
w rite something beaut iful, and share it
vvith the man sitting next to you, have a
joke. There is a joy in it. The criterion of meaning is maki ng a moment
v a luable. When a relationship is established between your inner j oy' ananda, an existence and a knowledge of
that exi stence, then realization comes.
If you project your inner j oy onto a
thing a nd regard it as bringing you ha ppiness o r joy, that creates a desire,
kama in you. With the desi re comes
compu l sion and that leads t o action .
He r e , there shou l d be a differe nc e be-
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tween a philosopher and a non-philosopher. A philosopher should be critical
of anything he is about to perform. He
should ask, "What c o mpulsion is making
me behave in this way?" Then his life
becomes an examined one. Kama is
inevitable. But, if I know where it
originates, how it is going to function,
and how many people or things are going to be involved, where it will lead,
and whether the consequences will be
painful to someone or not, then kama
helps me to understand my social placement. Orie's philosophy should help
one to have a social estimate of oneself
and the situation in whic h one is placed.
10. well-ha r monized person knows his
kama, and it should ultimately lead him
to the highest of realizations.
How can you defuse your compulsion so it does not lead you into problematic action? One way of defusing compulsion is to highlight the rat ional e of
what is go ing to happen. If something
is inevitabl e , there is no point in your
resisting. Just accept it. One beautifu l person sa id, "Do not push the river."
There i s no point in push ing the rive r.
If the rive r flows, flow along with it. I
like to be as harmonious as possible.
One way to do that is not to break laws.
Go with the l aw , be law abiding. As a
philosopher, I make it a point not to
break any law for which there is sufficient justification. But, if there is a
law which is soc ially unjust, it i s unfair to l i.e down and accept it in the
name of harmony or in the name of the
path of l east resistance. I should protest against it. That brings upon me
unlimited liability to my Fellow beings.
I consider this unli m ited liability to expose injustice and to act for justice as
part of my life.
How does my philosophy guide my
orientat ion and placement in the worl d?
I have a family, my mother, brother,
and two sisters. My father is dead.
How do I relate to them? I have pla ced
them in the totality of the human race.
I can relate to some other members of
humanity much more cl osely that I can
to my brother and sisters. I see my
mother in all mothers. By the process
of inclu s ion, I have merged my Family
with the world family. Therefore, I
don't have a special family as such.
Although, in the minds of certain people,
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I have a caste because I was born in a
certain community, I am fully convinced
that there is no such thing as caste. It
is only a social prejudice which is perpetuated in India. I consider caste to
be part of human ig norance, a g reat
irrational social phenomena that has become th e most cancerous part of the
Hindu way of life . I eschew it. I do not
relate myself to any situations where
any kind of refe r e nce to it can be acceded .
Then, what is my linguistic allegiance? It is very easy for a person to
speak his own mothe r tongue. When we
get into trouble, we automatically speak
in our own language . In t hat sense, I
have a great allegiance to the language
which my mother spoke, but I have no
pride about that language. T oday , I
think in English. E ven when I am writing something in Malayalam, I first
write it in Eng lish and then translate it
into Malay a lam. At the same time, as
I am convinced of the word power, when
I am in India, I try and speak and write
in the language of my mother tongue.
There are certain beauties of every
lang uage which cannot be conveyed
thr ough translation. This is particularly true of Malayalam. I am fascinated
by the very word Malaya lam. It has two
derivations. One is mala plus ala.
Mala means a hill, which is stable. Ala
means moveable. There is a combination of stability and movement in Malaya lam. The other derivation is mala,
meaning height, plus alam, meaning
depth. It is a language which has a
height as well as a depth. I l ove that
language very much, but I do not take
personal pride in it.
I have a 1 ittle negative provincialism. I somehow hate to go to Kera.l a,
my homeland. I never feel very comfortable there, because of the special
behavioral pattern of the people which
is far inferior to that of a Tamil person
or a Kanarese person. I prefer to be
with Tamils and Kanarese than with
Malayalees. I don't have any kind of
national pride. I never think I am just
an Indian. When I was a child, we were
asked to stand before a map of India and
sing the glory of our country. At that
time, Singapore, the Federated Malaya
States, Sri Lanka, Baluchistan, and
Afghanistan were all part of India. That

is the India which is still in my mind.
Whe n any portion is removed from it
and regarded as a rival to another part,
that does not appeal to me. I think a
philosopher should think that the world
is his country, and all human beings
ar e his brothers and sisters.
Having this orientation, do I have a
life mission? No. .Just like the jasmine
b ud which opens and offers th e fragranc e

of the jasmine flower, and the rose bud
which opens and offers th e fragrance of
the r ose , I am also a flower in the ga rden of God . I open and offer whatever
fragrance I have , whatever beauty I
have . That is my only miss ion. Th en
- facing death . It is inevitab l e , so I
have no q u a lms about it. What about
the future ? It's an open book.
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Sweeping Dust
Steve Weckel
I am standing in an empty room.
Not a room empty of people but a room
empty of atl those things which define
it. This particular room had been defined as a kitchen sometime in the past;
but at the moment we have removed all
of the props which define this room as
a "kitchen. "
When there are no cabinets on the
walls and there are no cabinets with
stoves, refrigerators, and sinks built
into them to define a space as "kitchen,"
this particular room has a feeling of
strength. There is nothing within its
four walls, ceiling and floor to restrict
it, to bind it, to define what it is or what
it could be. There is nothing in this
room but me, a broom, a dust pan, and
the debris left by removing all of those
things which "central casting" had installed as props to define this room as
"kitchen."
My intention is to sweep up the debris, ·a nd after the larger pieces have
been disposed of I get down to the
fine particles of dust that require the
dust pan to be moved several times to
accomodate the small amount of dust
the broom picks up. Squatting to re-
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lieve the muscles in my back and grasping the broom closer to its head make
this task less tedious, and in that position I see very fine particles of the dust
that I am sweeping floating up into the
air, illuminated by the Sun.
We have all seen those magical particles of dust at one time or another.
There is something about seeing tiny,
glowing specks of "particulate matter"
floating in the air, glowing in the Sun
which causes time to stop; causes the
Universe to pause in its enfoldment and
allows our minds to glimpse infinite
peace and beauty; to appreciate the
"emptiness" of a room.
I stand up, dump the full dust pan
into the garbage can gently and a whole
galaxy of fine particles rise into the air
and are illuminated by the Sun. The
""Oom is silent yet there is a cacophony
of life ringing in its emptiness. I feel
an inner joy of beinq a oart of this
room's emptiness. As I carry out the can
filled with debris of the room's previous
definition, I give thanks for a timeless
moment shared within its walls with the
particles of dust and the Sun.

Wonder Journey With
A Wandering Guru
Nancy Yeilding

We arri ved in Trichur o n the day of
Narayana Gu ru · s m a hasamadhi . That
even i ng G uru s poke i n nearby Irinjal akuda t o a grou p gathere d in Naraya na
Guru· s honor. As h e spoke in N\a l aya ...
lam, I could only catch a phrase n ow an d
then but I cou ld fee l th e ca l m a tte n t i ve ness of the large aud i ence to Guru ' s
words that was c r eating an atmosphere
o f though tfu l peace. At one p oint I underst ood that he was speaki n g about the
t hird verse of Daiva Dasakam , the same
verse that w e had st udied at the Portland
Stepping down onto the hot runw a y
Gurukula when I visited there the n i ght
surrounded by bake::i red clay earth a nd
We had d i ss c ru b brush, I w a lked slowly to the make- before l eav i ng for India
shift a dobe t e r minal, sc a nnin g t h e clumps cuss ed th e v i t al i mpor tance of the b le nd
of peool e wa iting for disembarking pass e n ge rs a n d l ooki n g fo r a fami liar form
or face. As I wa 1ked I t hought of th e
fr iends who had met me o n each of my
orev i ou s ar riva l s to India, eve n the first
time, although the n they had b een known
to me only by letter a nd photo . Tha t
first t i me I came with a sense o f the unk'lown which ca rri ed both fea>'"' and wonder . But th ose of us tra veling with Gu r u
were greeted wit h such warm affect i on
t hat India opened up to us 1ike a mot he>"
we lcoming her children
Eac h succ e ding v i s it has on l y d ee p ~
e n e d fam i l i ar ity and f ri e n dsh i p with an

,·

e ve r- :::wowing sense of the world- w i de
f am il y of the Gu r·u. Duck ing into the sha d ow of the adobe doorway, I found Guru
standing t her e , conveying i n an i nstant ,
with utte r s i mp! i c ity, an overwhelming
sense of rock- f irm stability and love
despite his phys i ca 1 fatigue and feve>'"' .
W ith my bags stowed in t he tru nk of
a fr i e nd's ca r, we were soon on our way .
Dri v ing into Coimbator e , a nd the next
d ay from ther e to neighboring Tri chur ,
I soa ked int o the beauty o f the cou nt ryside, fe e ling my soul expand a nd take
wings like the white egre t s rising out of
th e fl o od e d g r een ric e padd i es.

of p ra gmat i sm a nd devot i o n in Narayana
Guru·s v i sion , a nd the s ense o f wonder
evoke d by even a small glimpse of his
expe ri e n ce o f r ea lit y .
Aft er the meeting Guru told me that
had bee n mak ing a d i stinction b etween
cult and culture. The m eeting had b e en
o pened by three w ome n ch an t i ng D a i vet

re

Da~i'.J.karY) . G uru sa i d tha t whe n a p;: ;;;y~-;_
becomes rit u a li s tic that encourages the
deve lopme nt of a cult menta li ty in which
peop l e are jo ined together b y superim pose d behavior pattern s a n d m i ndsets .
B ut as we go deepl y into the meani ng of
Narayana G uru · s word s ea ch of us i s
aided in und er standi n g and 1i v i ng our
own p er s o nal value systems, thus devel op i ng a cu l tu re o f beauty , compassion
a n d truth.
L ater that evening a s we sat outs ide
u nde r t he moon and star s to escape t he
stifling h eat ins i de, G uru said t hat he
had begun d evel opinJ th i s idea in c l asses
g i ven dur·ing h i s r ecent trip to Calcutta
a nd Sikkim a nd would like to develop it
more fully. As we talked qu iet l y of other
classes a nd works in progress , I was f ill ed with a Familiar sense of a li m itl ess
expanse ope ning befor e me , a se n se of
j oy and o ptim i sm wh i ch comes wheneve r
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I read or edit Guru's works, participate
in his classes, or attempt to distill that
same wisdom in my own words. Despite
a power failure which meant a night of
unbearable heat and mosquitoes, I was
bouyed up by the gratitude which has become my familiar companion, bringing
hope and stability.
The next day we rode from Trichur
to Varkala on the Island Express. When-ever I make this trip I wish I could stop
the train dozens of times to photograph
t he scenes of Kerala 1ife which we pass ,
wanting to convey to fr iends and family
in the United States the beauty of lush
tropical growth - every possible shade
of green punctuated by flowers of brill iant reds, yell ows and pinks, ric e paddies,
lakes and inland waterways, coconut
groves shelte ring thatched adobe huts,
red tiled traditional homes and concrete
block houses symbolizing the import of
Persian Gulf wealth and the accompanying
poverty of aesthetic sensibil ity. In front
of huts and in the courtyards of houses,
children play contentedly, free of any
sens e of want, despite the tota l absence
of brightl y colored toys, while their pare nts also sit talking r elaxedly .
Many scenes of Kerala agriculture
are also seen, revealin g every stage of
rice cultivation from plowing to separating and setting in the small starts to
harvesting and beating of the stalks to
separate the grain . Coconut cultivation
and the harvest of nuts for cooking oil
and food (coconut is a prominent part of
Kera l a cu rri es), the beating of husks for
Fiber and mats, and the weaving of palm
fronds to make thatch for roofs and walls
all attest to the importance of the coconut to Kerala economics as well as aes·thetics.
Tea stalls also appear, where half
a dozen men sit reading the many daily
newspapers published in Kera la, an outgrowth of a h igh literacy rate and welldeveloped educational system; or a group
is engrossed in an animated discussion of
p olitics, Kerala 's favorite obsession .
Beginning in his own lifetime and
continuing to the present, Narayana Guru
has been a potent force in Kerala society
and politics. That potency derived from
the purity of his example, uncompromised by partiality or self-serving activity.
His compassion went out to the poor, the
outcaste, the oppressed, but was not
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thereby withheld from the rich, the el ite,
the oppressors. He li ved his own teaching that humanity is one, based on his
realization of the one Self as the Absolute. Also beginning in his lifetime and
continuing to the present day, however,
his name has been entangled in movements based on caste prejudice. Certain
groups claim him as theirs and hold him
up as a banner around which to cement
group solidarity.
A s l ogan currently being touted
which carries such imp\ ications is "the
propagation of the culture o f Narayana
Guru." It is in response to the closem ind edness behind th is slogan that Guru
has been speaking about the difference
between cult and culture. As we rode
through the countryside where Narayana
Guru lived and taught, Guru e l aborated
th is idea more fully. He sa id: "If we
are going to speak of Narayana Guru's
culture, we need to ask how he 1ived,
what institutions he founded (the ir purpose, not how they are operating now),
and what his philosophy was so that we
can distill the essence of it and apply it
to our 1i ves. Each of Guru· s four sets of
o n e hundred verses -· Atmopade~a Satakal"l2_, Dars'ana Mala, ~ Satakam and
Anubhuti Dasakam - represents a process
of culturing. The fi rst verse of each
is a certain beginning point. When we
go deepl y into the meaning of each verse
we are cultured by that process to arrive
at the conc lusion of the last verse. The
last verse of Atmopade_,;a Satakam states,
'Neither this, nor that, nor the meaning
of existence am I, but existence, consciousness, joy-immortal.' Here Narayana Guru clearly refuses to identify
himself with any one group. In fact, he
sheds all identities except that of satchit-ananda, the Absolute. When you go
into the meaning of each verse in one of
Guru's works you ente r into an alchemy
which transforms you . You do not become a replica of Narayana Guru but
you do not remain as you were originally."
Guru explained that in his talk the
night before he had spoken about two
verses of Daiva DaS'akam , emphasizing
the difference between elaborate musical presentation of the verses, which
fosters a ritual and a cult mentality because of the emphasis given to superficial detail, and soaking into the meaning

o f each verse. He presented two verses
of Daiva Da;akam as examples, the first
being: "Ever having given us food and
clothes and providing for all such needs,
making us rejoice in our contentment,
you are our only Lord." He talked of
his recent trip from South to North India
where all along the way he saw people
working in fields grow ing and harvesting
rice and jute, wheat and cotton . He said
anna vastradi (food and clothing) kept
running through h is mind, along with
grat itude to the workers who are providing them to us all. Whe n we come to
see them not as our servants but as our
benefactor s, whose ide ntity is not different from the universal factor of Benevolenc e , then we ar e becomin g cultured.
H e also spoke about the fifth verse:
"You are the act of creation, the creator
and the myriad variety of what is created; oh God are you not the very s tuff of
which everyth ing is creat ed?" Guru said
it is important to note that the act of ereat ion is g ive n primacy as an on-going
reality rather than a centralized creator
initiating the world at a certain point in
time. Individual aspects of creation are
also given their place in the grand scheme. T hen Narayana Guru asks us to take
a leap with a totally new idea in theologythat of understanding God as n ot outside
creation but as being the very substance
of all. Brahman, the Sanskrit word
tra n s lated as the Absol ute , comes f:rom
the root word bo:-hati which means something which encompasses . Brahman is
thus to be understood not as a si ngular
noun, a particular ent ity , but the collective noun which l e ave s nothi n g outs id e
its scope. Such an understanding of the
Divine does not confl ict with scientific
d i scovery when both are approac fl ed
with an open mind. Once a man came
to Narayana Guru with the a r gument
that the univers e was not supoorted by
sat-cit- anand~ but by electro magnetic
and gravitational Forces. Guru asked,
' Is that not the same as ananda (vvhich
means e ndl ess)?' Narayana Guru's
deeo contemplative experienc e of reality incorporated both the mystical and
practical. When we use his verses to
culture ourselves we come to share
that experience more and more."
As we came near to Varkala, our
destination, Guru added: "The EastWest University does not exist as a

parallel university training people for
jobs. It plays a very different role.
Just as scientists need a laboratory
that provides a protected or isolated env ironment in which to study anything
from lasers to serums, the East-West
University needs to stand apart in order
to understand causes and effects most
fully. We are not activi sts but we show
the activists where to strike to create
effective change. We do not define ourselves as Marxists, Rationalists, Indians or Americans, but as seers who
have compass ion for all."
After our arr ival in Va rkala, we
wa l ked f rom the G urukula t o the B r ahmavidya Mandir. When I had left India
two years previ ously, the pouring of the
ma in pillars to support the roof was
just beginning. Now we walked up w ide
stai rs to the second floor under the
hi gh slop ing roof ri s ing to a circula r
apex. Inside I had the same experienc e
of be ing lifted up to t h e infinite beyond
which is genera ted by the anc ie nt cathedrals of Eur o p e . We walked down to t h e
first flo o r to stand silently for a moment bes ide the carved s_i ":'~l ing a sto11e
wh ich marks the '2'~~~sc:_madhi place of
Nata raja Guru. As I stood there bes i de
G uru, the thought suddenly came: "I
have r e ached the center of my world . "
Flooded w ith a Feeling of having crossed
many bridges a nd hav ing t r ave l ed many
miles, I was surprised to Find tears ru!lning down my cheeks with a profound
sense of relie f . Surr o unded by the books
of the li brary a nd the soft shades of dusk,
t h e conf igurations of my personal h is tory were momentarily swallowed by a
timeless reality .
T he next day I rea d out to Guru a~ .
editor ial I had written about using the
scheme of AUM given by the Mat:!.<;!Cik_y_a _
~Pani~a<:! as a g•.Jide i n our lives .
AFterwards he spoke about how Narayana Guru
emphas i zed that it i s t o be understood
not as a static scheme but a schema
motor. Guru elaborated: "It is an inter--sect ion of the e pistemological (pa ired
with the te le ological) and the ontolog ical.
We are a lways moving in life Fr om our
alpha, our beginning, along the vertical
axis to our omega , our cu l minat i on. But
we live every point along the way in the
here and now actualities of the horizonta l. It is like a swimmer in a race wh o
has a starting point and a goal, but at
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eve ry m o m e nt a long the way h e will be
Wh e n o n e of t he o t he r y oung men
o n ~ he s ur fa ce of the w a t e r ."
q u esti oned how Gu r u coul d be s a y ing
I fe lt gratefu l f o r thi s analogy wh ic h there both is a nd is not p r e d e t e r m ina gave one more d i me n s ion to m y unde r ··
ti o n, Guru s a id , "Th i s is o n e of the
s t an ding of an d c a pacity t o ex pla in th is
p robl ems with your educa t i o n. You a r e
scheme wh ich i s so hel p ful in ga ini ng a
thor oughly trained to thi n k eve r yth ing
ha s to be e ither/o r. " T he you ng m a n
fac ili ty to dea l with t he c ont ra ri es a nd
cont r ad ictions w ith in o n e s e lf, between
re s pon ded , " B ut contradictions a r e n ot
l og ica l . ., Guru said, "There is a greatonesel f a nd others , or in a n y f i e ld of
human t 'lought or endeavor·
er l og ic tha n the formal l o g ic which y ou
T hat eve ning a g r o u p of y o ung me n,
have bee n taught , "':hich is d ialect ica l
s o me em pl oyed in the local bank a n d
l og ic , a n d i n which contrad ict i on is absome stu dents at the local coll ege, carne sol ute l y necessary . D ial ect ical logic
to see Guru for the f i rst time , full of
has a l ong h istory i n both Eastern and
quest io n s
G uru n oted that i n Prev i ous
Western p h i 1osophy. It t a kes some efy ears people who c a rne t o see him we r e
fort to go deeply i nto th e secrets o f it ,
o n l y interested i n j ob recom m endations,
but it is very rewarding."
or his b l ess i ng on the i r find i ng a match
A n other of the you ng men ask e d how
fo r the i r son or daughter , etcetera; but
th is coul d all be appl ied to the com m o n
that society has been chang ing and now
ma n . G u r u repli ed , "To me there is
more a n d mor e t ruth-s e ek in g you n g s te r s no common man. Eve r yo n e i s u nc o mare corn i ng a n d a sk ing ques t ions that
mon . I have no p r ogram that I wa nt to
are dear t o h im.
i m p ose o n everyone . Wisdom cann ot
One young man asked about pr edebe democrat ized . If some o n e is sati sfied
termination, especia ll y i n refere n ce to
w ith h is li fe , don 't bothe r h i m . Each
a sp i ritu a l path, wa nting to kn ow if it is
Person has his o r he r ow n nic h e
If
preor da ined for only certa i n p eopl e to be you have an in terest, i f you com e to me
int e r ested in sp i r itual m at t e rs, ad o pt a
with q u esti o n s , t he n I d eal with you as
c e rt ain 1ifesty l e , o r ex pe ri e nc e s piritu a pa rt ic ul a r case. Each p e r son has
a 1 atta i nrnent. Gu ru poin ted o u t t hat as
been d iffe r ent ly m a de f o r b ill io n s of
the young man ha d b e e n s peaking, h e
yea r s and each foll ows a diffe rent path,
ha d bee n u nconsc i o usl y u s ing c e rtain
s o I s a y differ e n t t hing s to each. 11
han d ge s t ur es . He sa id , "Whe n you s a y
T he first q u esti o n er had been praca c e rta in word, you hold your ha n d in a
t ic ing a kind of sadhana, a techni q u e of
certain w ay w hich i s uni qu el y yours.
c onc entrating o n a Flame, and wanted to
Tho u sa nds of g e netic imprints as we ll
k n ow Guru' s t houg ht s about the spiritu'?. S y our life time of experiences ar e all
a l benefits of such practic e s . When
i nvol v e d in t hose gestures which you
Gu ru a s ked h im what he had experienced
a r e n o t e v en awa r e of . In that way w e
he replied that he had gained increasing
c an say they are pr e d e termined. But
power of conc entration and started seet h e y are not p r e determined by s o me
ing the Flame in his dreams. Guru said
o uts ide fact o r. Y o u carry it with you .
that such prac tices do settle the mind;
On th e end of a piece of wood, a matc hhelping in the process of g oing from the
maker places some material which will
many to the one . However, as the young
burs t into flam e w h en it underg o e s fricman had recounted, the technique was
ti o n. It is the nature or property of
physical and the results were at that levthat mate ria l to do so . In the same
el of experience, offering no real spirway , the impact of the phy sical, psyitual benefit since the very nature of the
c h ological, biological and social laws
Absolute is that it is unconditional and
w hich affect us is built into our nature.
can't be experienced.
W hen you want to start a fire, you hav e
The same young man wanted to know
a determination to str i ke a match . But
if sexual activity was a hindrance to the
the re is no predetermination in the sense spiritual path. Guru replied that in the
of so and so will .strike a match at a cer- context of marriage and for two people
tain time . Y ou came here with the prewho were sharing the same spiritual
determination to have this conversation,
path and coming together in love, sex
but that is the determination of your
could be very beautiful and not a hinderown free will. 11
ance when not excessively sapping their
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energy. He said that he had no moral
strictures in mind, but that, "each person has elements deep within him, mostly unconscious, that can cause guilt and
other negative reactions if he has sexual
experiences outside marriage. In our
own low er chakras we carry many influences which need to be contended with."
When Guru mentioned that h e taught
those who came to him a way of subl imating the energy of the lower chakras,
the youn g man asked what it was. Guru
replied: "I am a whol esale merchant,
not piecemeal. I need to feel that there
is a long term commitment so things can
be worked out ove r time . I need to know
I will see a p e rson again and again so .
they won't be left stranded. That is why
we say a disciple should make a commitment for twelve years. 11
These questions took me back to the
questions I had when I first met Guru
tw e l ve years ago. I had been exposed to
the mass movement style of e astern philosophy brought to the w est in which
standard techniques are taught to all and
the teacher is a distant object of projected feelings ranging from veneration to
pathological fa ntasies o f int imate psychic
r elat ions. In such an atmosphere, little
scope is g iven for penet rating questions
and the development of intellectual discrimination. Such movements play upon
natural human needs for emotional succor
and belonging to ensure m ·oral and financial support for the group. Catching a
ring of truth now and then, and having a
Full supply of youth's romantic illusions
to fill in the gaps, I had invested a lot of
my time and e nergy. But the serious
questions of life persisted unanswered.
When I came to Guru, I Found no
movement to contend w it h, no demand
for money or_for anything. Instead I
found a human being w ith whom a personal relationship was possible, yet in
whom an uncommon measur"e of trust
was evoked by the unique experience of
l ove and compassion w ithout any strings.
There was no sense of transaction which
is a normal part of other human relations. From the beginning, Guru asked
and encouraged questions penetrating
into psycholog y , .physics, sociology,
neurophys iology, art and music, as
well as philosophy and mysticism, fostering intellectual as well as emotional
wholesomeness in all those around him .

The dialogue which has continued from
that day has been one of steady exp ansi on in breadth and depth, exploring the
mysteries and revealing the wonder of
both the inner and outer world .
The next morning we went to Sri
Narayana College at Chempazhanty
where Guru had been asked to address
the students of the psychology department. However, the whole school wanted to hear him and students and faculty
filled the auditorium and stood in large
groups at every window. After th e talk
(in Malayalam ), we went to see the
house whe re Narayana Guru was born .
It is a la rge mud hut with thatched roof
on a s light rise at the edge of a field of
ric e paddies. A small ashram sits at
the entrance to the g rounds which are
l andscaped with beaut ifu l plots of plants
and flowers and lily ponds surround e d
by white sand . The swam is who live
there maintain it a s a pl easant and peaceful place to reflect on t he Guru. Gur u
sat on the l edge around the house, fram ed by the doorway, just as he had sat
at the doorway to Sankara' s hut in the
H ima layas when we traveled there in
1979. He conveyed ·such a sense of being at home and at peace that I was very
touched with a qu i et sen se of timelessness.
Guru sa id, "This is the site of the
causal factor for your hav ing come to
India. 11 By the tim e of my fir st visit in
1979 I had been w ith G uru for six years .
Over that time, I had had the opportunity to study the teachings· of Narayana
Guru and Nataraja Guru through their
own works and through Guru Nitya' s example, classes a nd writings, and to exper ienc e that lig ht as a transforming
factor in my life. The o riginal apprehensions I had about life in India had
Faded as my desire had increased to
touch the soil where th i s wisdom was
rooted. A lthough Narayana Guru had
asked Nataraja Guru to complete his
education outside India (at the Sorbonne
in Paris) as the only way of escaping the
ingrained caste-:-consciousness of Indian
culture, other aspects of the same culture, equally ancient, had nourished the
expansion of Narayana Guru's sense of
Self into an unlimited identity w ith all,
transforming him into a seer whose
words speak across space and time to
yearning seekers around the world.
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Uglyfin
Claire Nail
Once, before the oldest of us can
remember, and before the mountain was
old, an Enchanted Forest was born.
The trees grew tall, the ferns nestled in the shadows and violets opened
their eyes in the first of spring.
In the middle of the forest lived a
witch.
She was neither bad nor cruel but
ugly enough to make the sun hide its
eyes.
Her name was Uglyfin, though nobody knows who named her because for
hundreds of years no one had looked
upon her or heard her speak.
At the edge of the Enchanted Forest
lived a kindly old woodcutter and his
wife. They were known to all the children as Poppo and Nana for they loved all
children and had none of their own.
Though they loVed all the neighbor
children, Poppo and Nana were very sad
that they had no children of their own.
Every night they lit a candle to the Mother of God, praying for a child.
One day while standing at the edge
of the Enchanted Forest, Poppo heard
the most beautiful bird song. Though
his good sense told . ln~m the forest was
dangerous, his ears told him to follow
the bird just awhile. He could turn back
before the middle of the forest where
Uglyfin lived.
"Ah, what a beautiful song, dear
bird," said Poppo. And the old man
followed that song until he came to a
hollow tree. In the tree, to his amazement, was something shimmering and
golden.
Just as he was about to grab the
gold, he heard a terrible cry. "Stop,
thief! " cried the voice. Poppo turned
around to look for the voice but he could
see nothing.
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"I'm sorry," he said, "I did not
know that gold belonged to anyone. I
am just a simple old man, I have no
need for treasure . "
"Nor do I , but what one has one
must love, especially if one has no friends. What good is treasure without
friends, but it is all I have, old man."
"You have no friends? How can that
be?" Poppo wondered for everyone was
his friend.
"Do you not know why I am hiding
from you? I am the hideous Uglyfin.
They call me a witch and run from me!"
The voice sounded less terrible now and
very sad.
"Are you a bad witch? Do you hurt
children?" Poppo was a little afraid
though he was a brave man .
"Never in my life have I hurt anyone, except by scaring them because I
am so ugly ... " said Uglyfin. "In fact,
I have powers to do good magic, like
make gold, but what use is gold except
to comfort me a little. I guess I should
give it away ... I' m sorry I called you a
the if. I recognize you now, you are
kindly Poppo. I have watched you play
with the children. How lovely your
children are ... "
"Alas, they aren't mine. I have
none," said Poppo.
Suddenly the witch hissed. "Quick,
you must depart! I can feel myself becoming visible. Take the gold and buy
toys for the children or whatever they
need." ·
Poppo ran as fast as he could to the
edge of the Enchanted Forest. His tearful wife stood in front of their cottage.
"Oh, .Poppo ! Are you all right? You
went right into the forest and I was so
afraid. " She ran to him and embraced
him.
"Dear Nana, there is nothing to be

afraid of. I have spoken with a kind old
woman ... "
"The witch!" she cried. "Oh, Poppo
you will go blind."
"No, Nana, I will not go blind. She
hid from me. She is kind. She gave me
gold for the neighbors' children."
"I can't believe you, Poppo. Please
stay away from there. Perhaps she hopes
you'll r e turn there so she c a n hurt y ou.
Don ' t go bac k there ever ! "
Poppo bought toys a nd swee t s f o r all
the childre n . He boug ht his wife a n e w
apron and s o o n all th e money was gon e.
B ut never d id h e for get the s ad v o ic e of
Ug ly fin, the l one! tes t v oice h e had e v e r
hear d.
W h e n h e tol d his w ife a b out the
w it c h s h e was at first a fra id. "Oh,
P oppo , she is trying to t ri ck you! Stay
away fr om tha t forest." But later , s h e
who loved her husband so, w as also
t ouched by his story. " W hat can we do,
P o ppo? We too are l o n ely fo r we have no
chil d ren, but at least w e h ave each other
and the neighbors and their children ."
Soon they decided that they had nothing to l o s e. T h ey would go into the
middle of the forest to look for the lonely old witch and try to befriend her.
They were kind old souls yet they
wer e almost ready to turn back as they
approached the deepest part of the En-:
chanted Forest. Their old knees tremb led with fright and they b egan to shake
when they arrived at t he h ollow tree .
"Uglyfin. U- U- Uglyfin!" s tutter ed
the old man, "We have come to see you."
For a long while they heard nothing.
The ol d woman felt suddenly sad . "Oh,
Poppo! She has died f r iendless in this
lonely wood." She began t o cry so compassionate was her good h eart .
"How I would h ave li ked to have seen
her , " c rie d the old man. "Perhaps it
would not b e s o bad and I coul d look at
her a moment and then r est my eyes by
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closing them. No one should be friendless."
Suddenly they heard a rustle in the
trees. There stood the ugliest witch
the world has known. She was as twist ed and gnarled as a dead tree and her
skin was grey and slimy. She l ooke d
more like a toad than a woman. B ut
P o ppo and Nana w ere not afra id. In
fact , they were s o happy that th e poor
w itc h had n ot d ie d tha t t hey r an t o h er
r e joic i ng.
"Oh , Uglyfin , it's you, you aren't
dea d ! " c ried Nana . " At l ast I can tha n k
you for m y b e autiful apron ! " A nd s he
ran t o e mbrace t h e poor witc h w h o c ringe d a bit a t t he tou ch of a h u ma n b e i ng .
Again the fo r est was f illed w ith the
song of the wonderful bird, then a n other
and another u ntil the joyous music
drowned out the witch's voice. "Th e
first ti me I've e v er been touched ,"
said Uglyfin, if anyone could have heard
her hoarse whispers through all that
mus ic.
Nana and Poppo had both closed
their eyes and were listening to the
song of the joyous forest. When at last
they again opened their eyes, they saw
they were not holding Uglyfin but a
beautiful golden-haired child.
"But where is Uglyfin?" asked
Poppo in utter astonishment. "And who
are you, lovely child?"
"Why, I am Uglyfin, daughter of
the Forest ... " she smiled . "The spell
is broken . Your love has freed me from
all ugliness. Now I am able to be loved
because you could open your k ind hearts
even to an old witch. "
They renamed her F orest ina, because she was reborn in the forest, and
s he w e nt to live with Poppo an d Nana as
their daughter. And so they got their
wish to have a child of their own and
they lived happily ever after.

Symptom of a Disease
Muni Narayana Prasad

the Jews ove rrul e d this U.N. resolution
and declared the formation o f a state of
their own , Israel, which the U.S. recognized imm ediately . W it h the help o f Amer·
ica, Israel seized the whole of Palestine.
T he Jews who had bee n scattered all over
the wor l d we r e b rought bac k and r e instated
in Israel. The Arabs we r e ousted from
Israel with nowhere to go. T hey b e came
a nati on without a state. It is in the name
of God , on the cla im that Israel is the
Promised Land , that t he children of
God, the A r abs, we r e de nied the right
to live on earth . The m ora l sympathy
a nd p hysical help of A merica has aided
Israel against t he Arabs. Life in A merica depends on the reg ular flow of oil
f rom the Middl e East and American investment in the multinational transporting corporations in the Arab region is
considerable. Naturally , also, the U.S .
w ants to have a strong military base in
that r eg ion and Israel provides facilities
for that . In such circumstances , Amer'ica has to bear with whatever atrocities
Israel commits with the use of arms
that A merica has supplied. It is in such
a miserabl e and helpless situation that
the Palestinians took to terrorism for
survival.
Whe n Sri Lanka was a British Colony, Tamils from India w ere brought
In fact, t e r o rists have not become
over as laborers for the estates owned
so out o f choice. It is the helplessness
by
English planters. All of the Tamils
they fee l that ar ise s from their situations
w ere Hindus . The Buddhists w ho curin w h ich human values a re being torn
rently rule Sri Lanka w ant the progeny
asu n de r that causes them to take up terof these people to be ousted from the
r orism as a last weapon for survival as
country, w hile the Tamils are stru ggling
human b eings . Palestinians turned to
For survival against all odds . They have
te rr o rism only because they had to live
o rganized themselv es under names a nd
as re fu gees in their own native land fo r
started terrorist and guerilla activ iti es
two gene rations. , T hough it was decided
by a U.N. res ol ution at the end of the se- aga inst Buddhists and the government.
The Sikhs in India have always had
cond world war that the Palestine region
the dream of hav ing a state of their own.
s hould be divided into two states, one of
the Jews an d the other of the Palestinians, A s the richest m embers of the Sikh comHuma nity is passing through a c ritical stage in its histor y . Expecting the
u nexpec ted is norm al with human life,
but when this haope n s as a conseq uence
of situations creat ed by h uman pl a nning
then o n e s t arts to think of relating planned life w ith universal huma n val u es.
Terr o ri sm has a lways been o ne of the
phenome na of this category a n d recently
it has grow n shockingly o ut of proportion.
The explosion of t he Ai r India jet over
the Atl antic, e nding the lives of m o re
than thr ee hund red ; the hijacking drama
that dragged on fo r about two weeks in
Be irut in w hich human life was played
with like a cat playing with a mouse;
the huge war preparation that the U . S.
made behind the scene of this drama;
the ruthless k illing by both the Tamil
Tigers a n d t he military in Sri. Lanka;
the Sikh t e rror ists of India who are prepar ed to do anything anywhere in the
world: a ll are the latest developments
of te rror ism . B esides these, numerous
other terrorist activities that are not
d eem ed newsworthy are going on all the
time. People e v erywhere, even the gove rnments of superpowers, are afraid of
terro rism and they d o whatever is humanl y possible to avert it. B ut the terrorists are never defeated.
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munity are scattered all over the world,
their struggle is a worldwide one, though
their interest is in gaining secession from
India. Here also religious fanaticism
works behind the scene. Whateve r propaga nda the government puts out on the ·
secular nature of the problem, the religio us riva lry between the Hindus and
the Sikhs is deeply rooted in the Punjab.
In spite of the agreement the government
has r ecently had with the Akal is, the pol Hi c a l organization of the Sikhs, the terrorists are still active. If a faction is
willing to abide by the govet~nment, it is
only because they are not capable of combatting it s iron hands. Si k hs are born militants and their religion itself compels
its believers t o always be armed.
Numerous other terrorist activities
are going on in diffe rent parts of the
world. Everyone curses the terrorists.
Everyon e is afraid of them. It is this aspect itself, the fear and hatred, that
prompts people to resort to terrorism.
If we try to find out the cause for which
the terrorists are fighting, we can see
a demand which is most fundam e ntal
and humanistic. It is only when the
freedom to live is denied that terrorism
is resorted to as a last straw. Though
religious difference is there b e hind all
these various terrorist struggles, it is
not a religious inter est that h e lps this
difference grow to enm ity. Religion
has always been a tool of organized
struggle, a struggl e which would generally safeguard the vested interests
of an individual or a few indiv iduals.
In th e case of terrorism also, religion
is made use of just to organize the
struggle.
Religious affairs and political affairs have been promiscuously mixed
up throughout the ages, especially by
extremists. That is a r esult of the
o rganized g rowth of religions which
have attained proportions undreamt of
by their founders. If we study the hist o ry of religions, w e see that it has not
been the interest or belief in fundament a l doctrines but the greed for political
power that has enabled religions to become more and more organized. It has
been forgotten that religion and politics
be l o ng t o tw o entirely different domains
o f interest in h uman life. The fundamental v alue of r el ig ion is avoiding emotion38

al conflicts a nd making the life of the individual peaceful. The aim of politics
i s ensuring physical security and the
means o f sustenance in the external circumstance called society in w hich man
is destined to live. The political history
of the worl d shows that th e numbe r of
ruler s who have strictly adhered to this
basic value of political activities and
ruled accordingly is very fe w. Whether
kings or elected representatives of the
peo ple, the First priority of the rulers
has been t o safeguard their throne or
chair, while the civic interests of the
people received second priority. Of
c ourse , this has not always been the
case; exceptions are many.
The accepted principle of the democratic syste m of the modern age is,
"maximum happiness of the majority."
A democratic attitude can never treat
humanity as o ne. As a result, separatism will always be prese nt with a democratic framework, especially in the
large countrie s. The case of religion
is entirely different. If religion has a
generic end in view, it is, "Let the entire world be happy. " The emotional content underlying religiousness is all-embracing. When religion is made use of
For a political end, the mistake committ ed is that of confining an all-embracing
and universal feeling to a narrow and
closed circle of interest.
Here another difference between the
age of the emergence and growth of re1ig ions and the present age has to be
taken into account. Though every rel igion has a universal and open attitude,
each expressed and formulated that attitude in living terms i.n a language and
style natural to its prophet and the people around him, who were 1iving in a particular cultural and geographic background. That does not mean that the teaching of a prophet has relevance only in
that context, in the particular way it was
presented. The world known to any one
prophet was in those days very limited.
Now the situation has changed completely.
With the development of modern travel
and communication facilities anything
that happens to anybody anywhere has become a matter of concern for others anywhere in the world. Interrelation between
peoples of different regions has become
not only possible but necessary. Thus a

new culture which transcends all separatism is emerging from behind the scene.
The religious affiliations of humankind
also need to be revised and revalued in
line with the changed situation. Otherwise the acievements of modern science
will push human life forward as religious
affiliations continue to pull it back.
While the scientific advancement
calls for treating the entire human race
as one cohesive unit, the existing politi.,.
cal systems compel man to be a separatist. Thus a gap is becoming more and
more pronounc e d there also. This inability of man to cope with his own achievement is only due to ignorance, and that
puts him in a state of helplessness and
dejection. Here and there certain high
spirited ones try to cross over this widening gap through terrorism. Falling into a deep chasm and perishing there is
their only achievement.
To save ourselves from this perplexing situation we have to go back to the
wisdom of the seers who founded the re1igions in the ancient world and to the
spokesmen of a universal and unitive attitude in the modern age, like Narayana
Guru. Originally the word religion meant
binding oneself to something . W e should
be willing to bind ourselves only t o some thing that is valuable and tha t makes our

lives meaningful. This affiliation can be
at the level of universal values or at the
level of personal preference. In the lattP-r sense, each one has one's own rel igion. In the former sense, everyone has
the same religion, that is the search for
happiness. In either case there is no
place for religious rivalry. Rivalry becomes a phenomenon in religious life
only because affiliation is not to the real
spirit of the religion but to the exter>nal
organized form of it and to its politicalization. It is from this ignorance that
man and religions have to be saved.
In short, terrorism is not a disease
that can be treated as a simple case. It
is only an external sympton of a compl icated' sickness. A rejuvenation of the
entire system is needed so that there
will be no chance for such pe culiar symptons. A new awakening of the conscience
of mankind in the wake of the latest developments and achievements in human
life has to be effected. A n ew outlook
with a holistic attitude which denies
neither the external multiplicity nor the
experiental unity has to be brought into
being as the basis for a proper global
education. Only in tha t way can mankind
be saved from t e rrorism and similar
symptoms of a s ickly human consci e nce.
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PR£-HOLO CAUST MEMOIRS
Oh my Lord ,
Then: is a wodd.
on my shelFit,., the corncc

!he war conlcs on at seven.
th4'tl again at:' t<!n..
In bct\-V«"t\.,
tny souL is sav<!d.

my pock"t: picked

my \-Vashda_y cannoniz<'d.

Thar- which is Most Holy
is sold as a. pt•oduct:
"Kecc.ntly-owncd God.!"
"Low mileage!"
"Financed. \-Vtth Low intct·est !"
"On sall? this Sunday only ! "

That which. is nlost Dispiteous
is held. in. Vaunted. Reveille.
"Courage is Killin_s! T.""- DAH ! ! "
"Fcdin,sis Weakness! TA-DAH !!"
"Don't worry,
the Het'o -.von'r ',set" ir-·.
t:h is is a set·ies ! "
Music dn,ss our:

"TA- DAH !! "

"Get yoursdf OUR HERO
and. yotL can. be a sct•ies too ! "

Oh my Lord.
VVhetl do I pau.se
fo1· stariotl identification ?

Oh my Lot·d.
Is that: the ll-eahry,
my Self the Illusiotl :
No usc ch.,cking rhe ttews Nport"""Th.c "'at• catnc on. at sev.:n, SOI1U'"'h"''"•
then again at: ten, sotncwh"''"·

An.i my soul. pockets and wash day
sor about the same tt•eatment.
All of the faces \-Vere serious.
all the blood red.
A.s sad tittle comicstd-ps
passed. for Valid 'R.utity

In that world
on 11lY shelf
in the corner.

East-West University Seminar
Peter Oppenheimer

THE DIMENSIONS OF PEACE: An Exploration and Cultivation of Peace at the
Personal, Interpersonal, International and Transpersonal Levels
Third Dimension:

International Peace

In the third session of our workshops we determined to make the leap
from the intimate subject of inner peace
and the ever-present issue of interpersonal harmony to the global riddle of
international relations . This did not
prove to be an easy leap. We were all
intent on not forsaking the experiential
and practical foundation upon which we
had erected our reflections regarding
personal and interpersonal peace. And
yet Kabul, Managua, Moscow and even
Washington D.C. seemed worlds away
from where we were sitting and from
the issues with which we each were
dealing in our day .to day lives. In fact,
the tenor of the first hour of the session
can best be characterized as floundering.
Sometime during the second hour a
dramatic transformation in perspective
took place, and we began to identify With
the roots of international conflict within
our own hearts and minds. It was this
revelation, at once disturbing and exh ilarating, that also reside in our same
hearts and minds. Our fruitful explora tion followed along the lines of first postulating the inner roots of war, secondly
envisioning the outlines of a world at
peace, and third ly examining approaches
wh ich could .effectively uproot the causes
of war.
When we began refl ecti ng upon the
roots of wa r , a shocking revelation surfaced. In addition to the well-publicized
horrors of war; it seems that war also
serves many "positiv e" func tions as
well. For the purposes of our discussion we dis tin g uished b e tween these "pos-

itive" functions, for which alternative
outlets need be found, and the "pathological 11 causes of war, for which education and therapy are necessary in order
to eradicate or at least minimize our
wart ike tendencies.
It is disturbing yet important to real ize that war has in fact been an activity that men and women have played and
loved. They have also hated it, but if we
are ever to eradicate war, its crucial
that we recognize what it is about war
that satisfies various individual and collective desires . War provides moments
of individual exhilaration, camaraderie,
leadership, nob it ity, courage, glory
and heroism that other human activities
seldom match. One aspect of war that
is exploited by political leaders the
world over is that external danger binds
a group together, reduces personal animosity and promotes self-sacrifice. A
society su rrounded by "enemies" tends
to be unified and strong; whereas a society without "enemies" tends to be
more divided and lax. Another social
and psychological Function Fulfilled by
war addresses the universal hunger For
initiation rituals marking the passage
From boyhood and ties to the mother to
manhood and identity with leading mates
of the community. Related to this is the
fact that war prov ides a sense of divine
purpose (eradicating evil) and gives
meaning to one's life,
Other "positi ve" functions served by
war were suggested during our workshop discussion and in cluded boosting
the economy, a sense of renewal, research which often ushers in new tech41

no logy, population control, "productiv e"
use of criminals, exposure to other cultures, and entertainment. Certainly
none of these so-called benefits of war
would seem to outweigh its horrors, and
yet any plan to uproot causes of war
must take these factors into consideration and devise alternative means of
satisfying each one. Such a process
would lead to what peace activist Robert
Fuller refers to as "a better game than
war."
In addition to the above list of what
could possibly be called positive causes
of war, there are an equal number of
what can be seen as pathological causes
of war. Perhaps the singl·e most universal and insidious habit contributing to
the perpetuation of war is the way that
foreigners or outsiders are stereotyped
and despised. In almost all cultures
throughout history the human baby is
taught to trust its familiar group and distrust strangers. Children are taught
suspicion or even animosity toward
those with strange language, clothes, rel igion, food, eyes, skin, etc. "Enemies''
the world over (and both sides of every
conflict) are categorized in the minds
and propaganda of their opposition in
similar ways - treacherous, cruel,
brutal and frequently subhuman.
This enmity is fueled by the deluding psychological ·dynamic which Carl
Jung referred to as "projection of our
own shadow." That which most disturbs
and threatens us in our own "shadow,"
the darkness we will not acknowledge in
ourself and thus project on others and
despise them for it. There is a particular energy of unforgiving hatred surrounding the qual i.ties that we try to
keep From seeing in o ursel v es and instead find in others to an exag gerated
degree which also obscures the g ood
qualities in the other.
An example of this projection in
U . S . -Sov iet relations is prov ided in an
i nte rview wit h Robert Fuller reprin t ed
in th e Autumn 1983 is sue o f In Context
magazine:
"The Russians a r e o ur s hadow.
We project on them what we Fear in ours elves , and t he y p r oj e c t on us w ha t th e y
fear in t h emselve s . T h e S oviet s param ount social va l ues have t o d o w ith p r oviding a suff icienc y fo r e veryon e, with
som e rou g h idea l of m aterial eq u a lity ;
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so they guarantee h ousing and education
and medical care and s afety in the
streets. Our ideals have less t o do with
the substance of equality and more to do
with the process of individual realization
-with freedom of rel i.gion, freedom of
speech, freedom of assembly, freedom
of the press, and so on.
"Each side feels vulnerable when
attacked for falling short of its principles. For example, when we were criticized for denying Blacks the vote
twenty years ago, we felt embarrassed
and exposed. Similarly, the Russians
squirm when instances of privilege are
pointed out. Neither society yet lives up
to its own ideals, and each projects on
the other its own failures to do so and
denounces it accordingly. "
In an article entitled "The Archetypal Roots of War" Virginia Hoyte points
out the following:
"Shadow projection is epidemic on
a national scale, and sooner or later atmost invariably invites hosti.l ities . The
true richness and multiplicity and humanness of the identified en e my is denied or ignored. The unconscious need
to see only their threatening and sinister
aspects - which usually are also present
·- is too great. There is always some
truth in what the shadown projection
finds, but inevitably exaggerated because it leaves out any impressions
that contradict what it needs to see. It
also fails to notice that the very same
aspects it detests in its enemies are
present in its own policies and spheres
of influence.
"We in the United S t ates are now
demonizing the Sov iet Un ion to a frightening degree. Our present leaders
b latantly, and with incredible unconsciousness, project ont o the USSR what
they cannot recog nize in themselves,
just as rulers of the Communist Bloc
have been doin g t o us For years. Quotat ions from two of o ur Presidents help to
s h ow this process in acti o n. F o r mer
Pres ident Nixon w rites in his book, The
R eal War, ' It may s e e m melodramtic to
t reat t h e twin poles o f h uman experience
represented by the United States and the
Sov iet Union as the eq uivalen t of g ood
a nd evil, li g ht an d dar k ness, God a nd
the De v il: y et if we a llow o ursel v es t o
th ink of them in that way , even hypothet ically , it can h elp clarify our p ers pect-

i ve on the world struggle. r
"President Reagan in a speech to
the eva ngelicals last spring declared,
'We must reject those simpleminded
appeasers who declare themselves above
it all, and who label both sides equally
at fault, who ignore the facts of history
and the aggressive impul ses of an evil
empire, who simply call the arms race
a gia nt misunderstanding and thereby
remove themselves from the struggle
between rig ht and wrong and good and
evil!'
"This is the archetype that divides
the world into 'us' and 'them.' It sees
all evil as out there, and all good as
within its own borders .... Neither side
seems able to glimpse or acknowledge
the monstrous, brutal side of their own
shadow that continues to make nuclear
bombs that would kill millions upon millions of innocent men, women and children. Each side rationalizes its arma-

the outlines of a world at peace with itsel f. Somewhere it was written that
would-be peacemakers who have an answer to the question, ''What would I do
if peace broke out?" are apt to be more
effective in their work .
For the most part, t he outlines of a
world at peace were developed in our
previous workshops on inner personal
peace and interpersonal peace (see preceding three issues of Gurukulam) . On
this evening we closed our eyes and allowed ourselves to merge into peace
and allowed images of a world at peace
to arise. After this exercise, people
spoke of envisioning a dissolution of
borders , of a world in wh ich differences
were celebrated rather than s u spected,
of harmony with the natural world, of
inter nat ional peace garde ns, of the u n iversal emulation of models s uch as
Gandhi , Buddha, Jesus, Th oreau ,
Sadat and the U.S. ch ildren who have

ment buildup as merel y needed defense
without realizing that these armaments
are a totally ineffective defense against
that which most disturbs and threatens
them - their own shadow."
Other pathological roots of war
which were mentioned during our workshop discussion were injustices s uch
as: racism; imperial i s m and mil itarism; greed and h oard i ng ; a hierarc h ical approach to soci ety wh ereby a number of domina nt ag g r ess iv e males take
charge; a fascination w ith power; the
desire to test variou s d iab olical in ventions; an exaggerated t er r ito rial imperative; a di v is i ve c ompetit iv e s y s te m of
education; t he des i r e to fo rce one · s
opinions on others; and t h e notion that
to be feared is to be m ore secure.
Before concludi ng o ur di s cuss ion
with an exam ina tion of ways in which we
might begin in o ur own l ives to uproot
the numerous causes of international
strife, we paused to envision some of

gone to Russia to promote peace, and
of a prevailing atmosphere of "liv e and
let li ve ."
The current threats from war are
as dark as the promise of peace is
bri g ht. A g r ow ing n umber of people
throug hout the world are yearning to
know what we can do both individually
and collectivel y to reduce th e threat and
achieve the promise . For this to occur
a s ignificant number of human beings
need to understa nd the patterning in
their own minds that throughout history
has led to war. Only when this aware -·
ness spreads and there begin to be
changes in the way groups see and treat
"outsiders" can we realistically expect
to actualize the dream of world peace.
Ultimately the not ion of "outsiders" itself dissolves as we learn to see our
self in all and all in our self. Again a
quote from Robe rt Fuller illuminates
the extent to which this process of reconditioning can go:
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"The key is finding what you love in
ally from the vision of identity discussed
what you hate, You might admit that
above is a redefinition of the concept of
you sometimes hate the Russians, for
security, Currently the philosophy of
example, but if you can remember what
so-called deterrence which is fueling our
it is you love within all that and use it
massive arms build-up imp\ ies that we
as a handle, you can hold your hatred in
can increase our national security by reducing the security of our neighbors.
its proper, subordinate place. Until
Our international relations or "Foreign
you know what you love in what you hate,
policy" seem to be based less on distriyour hatred can assume command value
bution of goods than on threats of "bads."
over your behavior. But when you've
In fact, just as it is our insecurity which
found what you love and can maintain it
can lead us to strike out at our projected
as a clear vision, it becomes possible
source of fear, by increasing the inseto surround your hatred and get past it.
curity of our "enemies" we increase the
"The minute you find what you love
likelihood of escalated conflict. Real sein someone else, you're bigger yourself
curity, whether in a person or a nation,
and stronger; you're more powerful.
is a function of a consolidation of fundaThat will be, I think, the meaning of
mental inner values. In an article enpower in the 21st century, It ' s power
titled "Real Security" Amory and Hunter
that comes from the completion of self,
Lovins concluded:
from the incorporation into your behavioral repertoire of the other person ' s
"Our nation's basic strategic assets
(or culture s) secrets' .... We need our
include a freedom of expression that
enemies in order to complete ourselves.
shields us from ideological invasion by
"It is interesting to trace the first
exposing concepts to the critical scrustages of this process. As the sense of
tiny of an informed public; an ecosystem
threat diminishes, we redesignate our
much of whose once unique fertility can
former 'enemies' as 'adversaries.'
still be rescued from degradation; a diWith the first hint of positive mutual
verse, ingenious, and independent peovalue, 'adversaries' become 'rivals,' a
ple; and a richly inspiring body of polititerm which acknowledges each as a secal and spiritual values. To mature withcret teacher of the other, And then
in these strengths, which are more fun'rivals' recognizing their mutual dedamental and lasting than any inventory
pendency come to see themselves
of weaponry, will require us to rem a in
as 'partners. ' "
inwardly strong, confident in our lives
and liberties no matter what surprises
All this is not to say that establishmay occur. This in turn will demand,
ing world peace requires nothing more
than this shift in perspective. The sein the spirit of our political traditions, a
cond half of the formula is the active
continuing American Revolution which excompassion that naturally flows from a
presses in works a sincere faith in indisincere identity of the self with the
vidual and community effort. It was that
"other." Pope John stated this very sim- faith which inspired our Republic, long
ply by declaring, "IF you want Peace,
before strategists became preoccupied
work for Justice."
To do this work, we
with the narrower and more evanescent
Americans must face the fact that we per- kinds of security that only a faraway gosonally benefit (at some levels) from the
vernment could provide. It is that faith
dispro;::>ortionate distribution and exploitoday, the very marrow of our political
tation of resources which is at the heart
system, which alone can give us real
of m uch war-like tension. Some thought
security."
needs to be given to how each of us can
min im iz e the amount of injustice that aUndoubtedly one of the most conrises 3.S a natural consequence of our
founding stumbling blocks to the radical
patterns of consumption. Once we stop
establishment of international peace is
pl acing the enemy archetype onto other
the widespread (if not universal) feeling
human grouos , we can move it instead
of hopelessness. The conventional wiso the common enemies of all humandom states that the problem is too large
ki nd : nu clear wa r, pollution of the planand complex to ever be resolved. The
e , ine q uality and hunger.
thinking is that war has always been with
Anoth er corollary that arises naturus and always will be. I must admit that

followed, instances of slavery around
the globe were eradicated, so that now
it is essentially nonexistent. This does
not mean, of course, that all exploitation has ceased. Someday 'wage slavery' will undergo a similar transformation.
"These shifts in the shape and structure of the world mind are what I am calling psychotectonic shifts. Winston Churchill said, 'We shape our buildings; then
they shape us.' Just as our architecture
"It's illuminating in approaching war
shapes physical space, which in turn
to look at the histories of some other hushapes our movement and behavior, so
man scourges such as illiteracy, slavery
too there is a psychotectonics, created
and hunger. A thousand years ago the
by us, that thereafter shapes our thought
only persons who knew how to read were
and action. Psychotectonics is the invispriests and the very wealthy, and it was
ible 'architecture' of the world moral
believed at the time that you could not
'space.' And although often appearing as
learn to read unless you were close to
given and rigid, it is in fact quite malleGod, unless you were a priest or else rich able. It is we who create it and we who
enough to have a tutor. This special know- change it. This is the real power of this
ledge was hoarded and transmitted selec- concept: we begin to take into conscioustively from elite to elite. G radually though ness, and assume responsibility for, poit dawned on people that anyone who went
wers we have unknowingly abdicated. "
through a certain process could learn to
The workshop session which had beread. Through new institutions for litergun with frustration and pessimism came
acy, called schools, and then via uni verto a close with a feeling of involvement
sal compulsory education, a great transformation occurred: from the idea that
and hope. We felt a growing understandanyone could learn to read to ultimately
ing for the psychodynamics of a collecthe idea that everyone learn to read and
tive consciousness which held within itself all the keys to both war and peace.
write.
"This is a prototypical example of
We no longer felt outside the collective
what I call a psychotectonic shift. It is
consciousness nor removed from the keynot a shift in genetics or biological evolu- board that orchestrates its tunes. We
tion; it is a shift of our deepest assumprealized that the process of evolution,
tions about ourselves, a shift in what we
the process of the history of conscioustake for granted, in what we think we are
ness, the process of the planet itself was
capable of ... It is a reconceptualization
leading us and mill ions of others to ask
of what it is to be human - a transformathese questions and feel these aspiration of our 'self-model'; and it projects
tions. This sense of being a part of
a shift in human destiny with a full range
something inconceivably big inspired us
of legal, political, economic, social and
to be still and tune ourselves to this
spiritual consequences.
planetary mind. The emphasis shifted
"A psychotectonic shift with profound from the urge to control and change all
implication for mankind was the one surthe things that are wrong to the desire
rounding slavery. For thousands of years to cooperate with the process of the diit was considered a natural thing, if you
vine consciousness which is within each
could manage it, to enslave other peoof us, which unites all of us and which
ple. Sometime about the eighteenth centranscends even the totality of us.
tury, in England and in Europe, signifiThis sense of connectedness which
cant numbers of people began to raise
we were feeling was a very appropridoubts about the justification of one huate jumping off point for our following
man being owning 'another. By mid-nineweek's session, which was to explore
teenth century the issue came to a head
and cultivate the meaning and experiin America, and what was still a wideence of Spiritual Peace. The report on
spread practice rapidly became totally
that session will appear in the next isunacceptable and outlawed. As decades
sue of the Gurukulum.

I myself felt resigned to this view until
recently. One of the primary factors
which began to break up what I now feel
was simply a log-jam or morbidity in my
thinking was a passage I read from an interview with Robert Fuller. When the interview was shared with the other "Dimensions of Peace" workshop participant, a similar illumination and sense of
promise became evident in the minds of
others too.
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Nitya Chaitanya Yati on the Gita
Dr. K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar

The B hagavad G ita is a scripture
of infinity, a universa l gospel of ri g ht
think ing , doing a n d be ing. ''It is onl y
incidental that the G ita wa s written in
India," and "its subject matter has n o
geographical or e thnic limitations,"
says Nitya C ha ita nya Yat i. And Sri
Aurobindo declar es: "Its teaching is
univ e r s al, whatever may have bee n its
o rigins ." We a r e n o doubt ba ffled by
th e Himalaya of G ita e xeg e sis that
teases and chall e nges a nd inv ites t he
student to make the climb, now in one
di rec~ i on, now hai r- pin fas hi o n in the
opposite d ir e cti o n, and pr ese ntly n egotiat ing every direction - vi'?ada , sankhya, yoga, j nana, ka r ma , bhakti , Raja
Vidya, Raja Guhya, sa nnyasa-tyaga
Kshetra-Kshetra jna and so on unti l at
last, r each ing the h e ight s , Ever e st itself (XV III , 66) , th e asp ira nt r ece ives
Krishna's s upr eme w o rd and hi s sove reign a s surance: "ma s u cha (Have no
fear! Do nc:;t grieve! Do not des pa ir!). "
It was Sanka ra p e rhaps who; f o r
t he first time, c omme nt ed a t l e ng t h a nd
in depth on the G ita a nd r aised it to the
level of th e triune scripture, VedaUpani~ad- B rahm a Sutra, a nd made it
eternal human dra m a and an e t e rnall y
relevant guide to libe ration and right
action. A hundred o r more commentaries have appeared, yet whil e the
G ita' s heartbeats are heard as distinctly as ever, nobody has quite wr est e d
the heart of its mystery. Although w e
are all so many Arjunas p e rched at the
center of Life's Battle, each is moved
by an agony, a perpl exity, a vi$ada,
rather uniquely his own. The Ar juna
in each of us mqkes a desparate appeal
to the omnipresent Krishna of the Gita.
And the commentators - Sankara, Ramanuja, Madhva, Dhy aneshwar, and
(in our own times) Tilak, Sri Aurobin-

do, Ga nd hiji , V inoba - have been the
neede d paracletes b ridg ing th e distanc e
betwee n each caught in his ow n pr e dicam e nt a nd the L ord o f the Gita.
Of the latte r- day comme ntato r s ,
Nata raja Guru, dir ect discipl e of Sree
Na r ayana Guru, has a pl ace of his ow n.
Hi s e la borate comm e nt a ry was issued
by As ia Pub! ish ing House twenty yea r s
a g o , but it has been out of print f o r
qu it e some tim e . Now, i n th e m ass iv e
and fine l y pr oduced book unde r notice ,
the G ita r e appea r s with Nataraja G uru's
Eng! ish t r a n s l ation of t he ve r ses a l ong
with word for word g l osses . Of eq ual
s ig nifica nce i s S wami Nitya Chait a n ya
Yati's own c ommentary, ma inly in the
fo r m of a susta ined d ialog u e betwee n a
mode rn A rjuna (or stude nt: it may be
you o r me ! ) a nd the modern e luci dator
o r teache r of the G ita (Nitya himsel f) .
It was in 1970 that Swam i Nitya Chai ta nya Yati gave a ta l k on the G ita to th e
Th eosophical Society a t Port l and , Or e gon, and the n e xt year he taught the
G ita at P ortl and State Un ive r s ity. Th e
present wo r k has arise n out of those
e xci t ing and fascinat i ng teaching sess ions , each a compl e x of expos ition ,
explicat io n and answers to questi ons ;
and may be expected to take its p iace
amon g the other cl ass ical exe rci ses in
exegesis. Structured as a contemporary d ial ogue b etween stud e nt a nd teacher that has its interpe n et rating a ff il iations with the o rigina l Arjuna-Krishna
samvada, Nitya Chaitanya's has a distinc tive structural aptness and immediacy. W e oft e n have the feeling that it
is ourselves that play Ar juna' s role.
Krishna, too, is sometimes content to
make Nitya his spokesman, his m e diator, his paraclete .
Almost at the very beginning, Nitya
gives us a table which reveals, as it
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were, the bone-structure of the Gita:
Ar juna speaks 85 ve rses, and Krishna
answers with 574. For the rest Sanjay
speaks 40, and Dhritarashtra only the
opening sloka. Arjuna asks 38 q uesti ons, and the Lord a nsw e r s them all.
In traditional dialectical terms, Arjuna
i s the purvapakshin (or anterior sceptic), and Krishna is th e siddhantin. The
argument has to zig-zag a good deal,
and sounds r e petitive and even contradictory at times. But on closer scrutiny it w ill be seen that a ll is organically - or architecturally - held together , th e e ighteen chapters be ing arranged , in N itya ' s word s , "as spokes on
the hub of brahmavidya. " Or, call th e
Gita an ' arch': "the first a nd last chapt e rs r e st on the horizont a l actualities
of life, whi l e the ninth and t e nth chapters have r eference to pure and vertical
va lu e s." The r e i s a n ascent from the
1s t to the 9th, and a symmetrical de scent from the 1Oth to the 1 8th. Nitya
can use the r ight images to reinforce
his meaning .
I have been pr ivil eged to know
Swam i Nitya Cha itanya Yati for about
fift e en yea r s. We have stayed together
in Sri Aurobindo Ashram, New Del hi,
and at Ban Nivas at Na ini Tal, ba s king
in both places in the sunsh ine of Sri
Su r end r anath Jauhar' s hospitali ty .
For Nitya, it has been a r e markable
transformation: from a would-b e soldi e r in the Indian army to the r eality of
spiritual ministry in both the o ld and
the n ew worlds. Nitya has a wellstocked mind and an unfailing sense of
humor. He i s a marvelous story-tell e r
and he can mesmerize children whether
young or old, into a responsive frame
of mind. His moorings as Head of the
Narayana Gu rukul a and President of
the University of B r ahmav idya may be
in Kera la , but his i s veri ly a global
ministry: he i s novv in India, now in
Malaysia, now in USA or Europe, now
in Australia, and presently back in India. With hi s seraphically free and
unified consciousness, he is at home
everywhere; and no wonder his discourses too have this taste of universal
humanism.
The Gita is the great and unique
Indian scripture that has come down to
us through 2000 years or more . As
Nitya discourses on the various strands
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of thought, speculation and argument,
h e brings into the discussion ancient
and modern thought in its diverse formulations. H e presents Krishna's
teaching in th e light of the lives of other
messiahs. What's the difference between sannyasa and karma yoga ? Nitya
cites the exam pl e s of Ga utama Siddhartha a n d .Je sus Christ:
"Having found n ot h ing g r eater than
nibbana, the G r eat Liberation, he (the
Buddha) lived the life of a r enunciate.
He typ if i es sannyasa . J esu s of Naza reth found his self-identity with God
and gu ided a ll h is act io ns on that sense
of identity . .. 'Thy w ill be done and not
m ine '. He typif i es the highest form of
t h e u n itive way of act i on ."
The reference to the aswatha tree
in Chapter 15 is linked up with the cosmic tree in Katha Upani!?ad and the
plant of ~eave nl y growt h mentioned in
Plato's Timaeus . In his comparative
sweeps , th inke rs so var ious as Marx,
Sartre, Bergson , Ga lton, Spinoza,
Einstein, Ka rl Poppe r, Jaspers, Lao
Tse, Suzuki, .Jusserl, Freud, and a
host of others contribute to the richness
of the argument . It is not a q uestion of
'dropping names,' it is the m e rging of
the different streams o f human thought
in the perennial ocean of the Gita.
It is n ot possible, nor is it necessary , to follow the dialectic from canto
to canto , or verse to verse. E xperi.ent ial w isdom a nd spiritual largesse are
spread over these 500 pages, and the
r eader loses and finds him self again
and aga in. The standpoint is basically
adva itic or unitive . Na taraja G uru often takes us in hand, and Ni.tya' s own
nylon threads bind the G ita and its message to the s tude nt. One r eac hes at last
the Lord's supreme word, Param vachal;l.
The disciple i s ex h orted to become one
with the Divine, abandoning all else.
Aft er citing from Narayana Guru, Nitya
interprets the 'charama sloka' thus:
"Leav ing all dharma is negative
and taking r e fuge in the Absolute is positive. Both these are happening simultaneously. In the highest sense, nothing is happening. It is only like waking up from a dream . "
For those not wholly committed to
advai.ta, the Aurobindoni.an gloss i.s
perhaps the more satisfying:
"And now comes the supreme word

mentary weighted with so many technical terms and purposive discussions,
the Dialogue (Arjuna and Krishna as
well as that of their present-day prototypes, the Student and Nitya Chaitanya)
has an engaging and enlightening quality
for Krishna and Nitya gently lead us on,
and we too can say at the end, echoing
Sanjay himself:
"Thus have we heard this wonderful Dialogue between Ni.tya and the Student, and between Krishna and Arjuna,
and we feel fulfilled and grateful."

and most secret thing of all, guhyataman, that the Spirit and Godhead is an
infinite free from all Dharmas and
though he conducts the world according
to fixed laws and leads man through his
Dharmas yet the Spirit and Godhead
transcends all things; and if we too can
cast away all dependence on Dharmas,
surrender ourselves to this free and
eternal Spirit, unafraid and ungrieving,
accept only his guidance, then that is
the truest, the greatest release ... " .
In co,clusion, for a massive com-

Reprinted from The Call Beyond with permission of the author.

*The Bhagavad Gi.ta: A Sublime Hymn of Yoga composed by the ancient seer,
Vyasa; translated from the Sanskrit by Nataraja Guru; with explanatory dialogue
by Ni.tya Chaitanya Yati (Vikas Publishing House, New Delhi, pp. xv+472. 1981 ,
$25 .00) .
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Musical Mandalas
Scott Teitsworth

Most musicians of our rational age
believe that music is constructed solely
by the mind. A composer takes a theme
or a sequence of notes, amplifies
and extends them through known rules
of composition or the calculated breaking of such rules, and writes out the
finished product. Some refinement is
done by the 'ear, ' which is merely a
comparative organ for judging pleasant
or unpleasant reactions to sound. Such
a composition's inspiration emerges
from the composer's subconscious collection of patterns and experiences,
and is meaningful to others by its resonance with their corresponding mental constructs.
This of course is the way most
music ~ composed. But it is not the
whole story. The few examples we
have of truly transcendental compositions qemonstrate the fqllacy. These
pieces exhibit an inspiration which
springs from a much deeper source
than personal experience, and affect
us as 1isteners by revealing to us regions beyond our subtlest imaginings.
Their. effect on us is uplifting because
we are actually taken out of the context of our mental constructs and freed
for a few moments from the gilded prison we fashion for .ourselves out of
thoughts, emotions and actions. The
material i.st theory of art omits or at
least devalues these great works of
history by refusing to recognize what
we call intuition, that is, 'teachings
from within.' The human mind is no

more the center of the universe than
the Earth is, and it is time to outgrow
such theories. Earth and mind are
just tiny specks whirling amidst unimaginable vastness .
So where is this music that so inspires us with the challenge of the infinite? Most often it is produced from
the contemplative depths in secret,
performed in private, and left unrecorded. It is an expression of the bipolarity of man and the Absolute; writing it
down may disrupt this equilibrium.
We are most fortunate that at least a
distillation of this musical experience
has been recorded for us by the master
composers of history. One man in particular was so disciplined and wellschooled in composition that he could
write out this divine music even as he
was flooded with such intense bliss that
his body and mind were literally dissolving. Ludwig van Beethoven spent his
lifetime translating the heavenly music
he was blessed to hear within himself
into the physical substantiality of notes
and their imprints on paper. Where
others have acc epted such blessings as
their own, Beethoven was moved to
share his with humanity as a whole. He
was conscious from early on of a special role bequeathed him by what he called God to share his inspiration and
clearly felt an intimate closeness with
the personified Absolute. Such intimacy
did not spare him from intense suffering,
which may be the lot of all who try to
embrace and possess the Absolute rather
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than allow it to fly away at its own
rhythm. But we are so much richer for
it.
Beethoven's suffering is an important element of his work, but what is often misunderstood is that it is not a suf-fering from the vicissitudes of the world
or the tragic side of nature. It is the
suffering of a fragile body overwhelmed
by titanic inspiration, unable to contain
it all within its psychophysi_cal bounds.
Spectacular bliss bursts from every
seam of Beethoven's music, and his sadness was only that earthly instruments
were such miserable failures at reproducing the celestial music he heard within. His suffering is akin to the tribulations of many great saints, in that it
serves to prove that those who attain
these glories are humans like us, not a
special category of person we can never
be. The message is that we can attain
the same beatitude. Modern fundamental ist Christianity, by claiming Jesus
Christ as the only Son of God and therefore not human, has destroyed this element of hope in our ultimate divinity and
perfectabil ity, and rerouted the Christian path to God through its cash registers.
Beethoven, with his well-documented human failings, will always appeal to us as
a fellow traveller. But the scenes of heaven that leap from his music reveal the
same potentiality made manifest as Christ
once proclaimed.
The story of Beethoven's battle to
accept and translate this inspiration has
made for many interesting biographies.
But truer by far than the accounts of contempraries and musical historians is the
autobiography written in the music itself.
The chronology is clear. Early in his
compositons divine energies appear as
momentary episodes which intrigue but
do not transform the composer to any
great extent. Through the middle period
Beethoven struggles to comprehend and
incorporate greater and greater floods
of energy, at once striving to raise himself and his instruments to their splendor and to capture their beauty for his
fellow earthlings. His awareness of this
task is entirely conscious, though somewhat immodestly, stated through a contemporary: "Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy,
the wine which inspires one to new generative processes, and I am the Bacchus
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who presses out this glorious wine for
mankind and makes them spiritually
drunken ... Well I know that God is nearer to me than to other artists; I associate with Him without fear; I have always
recognized and understood Him and have
no fear for my music - it can meet no
evil fate. Those who understand it must
be ·freed by it from all the miseries
which the others drag about with themselves . " The statement is not so outrage bus when seen in the context of
Beethoven's world, with its dearth of
quality artists and a superstitious fear
of God. In any case, the music of his
middle period has been understood by
the world and is greatly loved. Virtually all of nineteenth century music was
based on it, or at least freed by it to
explore new territory.
Beethoven's late music, however,
has only recently been appreciated. It
reveals a beatific contemplation and universal wisdom that the musical world
has yet to surpass. It is the summation
and final analysis of Beethoven's long
struggle to embrace God, but it makes
few concessions any more to the ordinary man. That was done ear 1ier. Now
Beethoven is steadily forging_ahead into
uncharted realms, and they are far outside our everyday mentality. He is the
philosopher who can sit with God and ask
probing questions in the manner of a
true sisya or disciple. We are hearing
more than Beethoven's experience of
this state, we are presented the actual
dialogue in all its subtlety. Divinity is
pouring into Beethoven and it is faithfully
and brilliantly recorded. We must listen
to this music in an entirely new way to
appreciate its profound meditations. Its
significance was ignored for 100 years,
until the Hungarian composer and philosopher Bela Bartok began to explore
this celestial landscape that is opened
up only through intuition and cannot be
approached by logic and cleverness
alone.
We will leave an examination of
Beethoven's greatest works for the next
issue of Gurukulum. Our concern now
is a more useful model of the creative
process, one that can adequately explain the appearance of the transcendental in art. Fortunately, Nataraja Guru
and G. H. Mees have already provided a
mathematical scheme for understanding

creativity and its dialectical elements
of humanity and divinity. Mees' scheme·,
which is drawn from sources of Traditional Psychology, is given below.
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Earth, Water, Fire and Air make
up the material universe that we are all
familiar with. The fifth element, Ether,
is invisible, but still part of our universe. It is described as the space
which allows things to exist. The Sun
and Moon are only symbols for what lies
outside our boundaries entirely.
Ordinary commercial music consists primarily of emotional and physical elements, that is, a mixture of
Earth and Water. Even small children
know this is an unfailing recipe for mud.
When the superficial thoughts of everyday mind are added, this fire element
bakes the mud into a useable but easily
broken ceramic. The finest possible
compositions of the materialist genre
are conceived in the Air element, where
the artist's most sublime thoughts are
constructed out of his or her distillation
of experience. Such works can teach
us and inspire us to a degree, but are
yet fashioned by humans wi thtn their

own sphere.
It is the realm of Ether, where our
psychophysical systems dissolve into
the universal consciousness and oneness, that in-teaching or intuition occurs . Music that has the marks of revelation springs from this substratum of
existence. Only the exceptional yogi.seeker will have opened his system to
this inspiration, and it is more rare
still that this person will effectively
record the experience for the benefit
of the rest of us . Rare or not, it has
been done, and it stands as a clear refutation of the materialist, constructionist theory of composition.
Nataraja Guru's technique for Cartesian graphing of the psyche provides
another framework for understanding
creativity. Shown below are some of
the movements on the part of a created
being, some or all of which may be combined in any degree to make a composition.
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The vertical axis represents the
spir itual pol e, while the horizontal is
the axis of creation. The ve rtical plus
represents pe rfecte d being or God as
the creator, while the vertical n egative
extends up from the secret seedbed of
the unma nifest . The horizontal plus
side represents the o bjective world and
the horizontal minus its cou nterpart,
subjectivity. The interact ion of the horizontal and vertical produces the infinite variety of the universe. The graph
shows seve r a l gen e ral lines of movement from th e seedbed into manifest a tion and from manifestation to real ization. The hyberbol ic nature of these
curves demonstrates manifestation approachin g ever cl oser to perfection.
Mathematically there are asymptotes,
which approach the poles g radually but
never arrive. Rational, linear thin king can at its best approach God asymptot ically as the vertical absolute. Truly
creat ive im pulses, on th e other hand,
spr ing out from the v ertical pole, the
creativity that is the source of our entire universe. Beethoven's finest mus54

ic also comes from here and is highly
instruct ive and spiritually satisfying.
Mere 'c o nstructionist' music, as a
counterpart of philosophy, can only approach from the outside, as it were.
It ca n describe its subject but never
really be its subject.
I suspect that real spiritual insight
a l so emerges from this 'Christ' within
instantaneously, and that our linear,
pilgram' s progress ideal of the spiritual path, while approaching infinitely
closer and closer to realization, is
doomed to fall short of the actual goal.
One must some how step completely outside of his or her own context to truly
participate in this spiritual core. Calculus t akes the unwarranted but successful approach that if a curve is asymptotic to a line it eventually arrives,
even though it is mathematically impossible. This method can only be proved
by its success per se, and it does appear to work in both the mathematical
and spiritual fields. The question is
how to make that ultimate leap of faith.

East-West University Report and
Narayana Guru kula News

The Annual Convention of Narayana
Gurukula was held between December
26th and January 1s t at the Varkala
Gurukula _ For the first time, the Convention was organized with a works hop
format, giving everyone present the
chance to more directly participate in
their own education as they discus sed
the problems and goals of education in
all its aspects: h ome, school, selfeducation, and the role of Guru and the
Gurukula in society and the world com -munity as well as in their own li ves .
Guru Nitya and Muni Narayana Pra s ad
also gave classes on Kena Upani~ad and
one of the ecstatic m ys tical works of
Narayana Guru, Janani Nava Ratna
Manjari .
Classe s were held on the half-c ompleted second floor o f Brahmav idya
. -ndiram . On t h e final day P rasad

or

areas eac · oo
ra ising funds to complete o e section of th e
wall and windovvs.
Guru Nitya is currently giving
classes and writi ng books in both E nglish and Malaya lam on "Yoga a nd Psychology" based on Pataf'ijali ' s Yoga
Sutras, the translation and commentary
of Kena Upani~ad, and a l yrical rendering of Janani Nava Ratna Ma?ijari
In

January and February Gu ru will visit
Guru kula centers in Konn i, Thottuva,
Edapally, Kanakamala, Kollur a nd
8angalore. Guru Puja at Fernhill Gurukula will be held on February 9th. On
March 14th Guru will visit the Singapore
Gurukula for three weeks and then return to Ooty.
From April 15 to May 15th, the
faculty of Arts is organizing a paday atra
- a pedestrian pilgimage for artists
through the hl\ly and forested region of
Wynad in the N o rthern part of Kerala
l ed by Ascharyacharya Let schert . The
intention of t his padayatra is to invite
artists to become more i n touch with
the natura l environment and, through
t h e impact of art, to draw the attention
of the pub! ic at large to the importance
of e nvironmental harmony. The works
don e d uring this artistic pilgt-image will
be displayed in exhibits in the cities of
Kerala after the mons oon this year.
T he padayatra will begin from Amt;'tabindu Ashram, Vythiri, seat of the faculty of Arts.
Mangala Press , Varkala, i s current ly printing Nata raja Guru's The
Philosophy of a Guru, and Guru Nitya·s
Malaya lam Gita commentary. At the
completion of these works, they will begin printing Nataraja Guru · s autobiography in . Malaya lam .
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East-West Un iversi ty and
Narayana Gurul<ula
Publications

By Nataraja Guru:
An integrated Science of the Absolute (Volumes I, II, III)
Towards a One World Economics
Dialectical Methodology
Wisdom's Frame of Reference
World Education Manifesto
Anthology of the Poems of Narayana Guru
By Guru Nitya Chaitanya Yati:
Love and Devotion
The Bhagavad Gita (Commentary) ( V ikas Publishing)
Neither This Nor That But. •• AUM (Vikas Publishing)
I~a Upani~ad (Commentary)
Sree Narayana Guru
Daiva Dasakam of Narayana Guru (Commentary)
God: Reality or Illusion?
Beyond Cause and Ef feet
An Intellige nt Man's Guide to the Hindu Religion
Other:
Dhyana Manjusha (A Bouquet of M editations)
Nataraja Guru' s 90th Birthday Souve nir
T he Phil osophy o f Sri Narayana Guru- Dr. S. Omana
Func tiona l Dem oc racy- Muni Narayana P ra sad
The Bless ing o f B eing Not Educated - P ete r Oppe nhe i me r
Ges t ures in Silen ce - Deb orah Buc ha nan
W hat N araya na G uru I s N ot- Nancy Y ei. lding
A Wo rld Academy o f \!\/onder - J . L. A sc haryac harya
East West University Yearbook - 1978
East W e st Univer sity Yearbook - 1981
East \1\/est Univers ity Prospectus
East West University Semina r Report , Kana k amala - 1980
Publications Available From:
Narayana Guru kula
Srinivasapuram P.O.
Varkala, Kerala
695145 , India

Island Guruku l a Aranya
8311 Q u ail Hill R oad
Bainb r idge Island, WA
98110, USA
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